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This toolkit is the outcome of three seminars: 1. “Picturing the Global South: The Power Behind
Good Intentions”, which took place in Vienna (Austria) from November 14-21, 2015. 2. “Los Otros:
How to prepare young people to deal with their own stereotypes”, which took place in Madrid
(Spain) from October 30-November 5, 2016. 3. “The bigger picture: NFE for a global perspective”,
which took place in Vienna from February 8-13, 2018. This 3rd  edition of the toolkit is based on the
contributions and feedback received at the 2018 tool  fair  in Vienna and was published by SCI
Austria (http://www.sci.or.at) in June 2018, based on contributions from the previous versions in
collaboration with SCI Pool of Trainers and Facilitators (http://pooloftrainers.sciint.org/) and SCI
Madrid (http://ongsci.org/). Editors: Valerie Weidinger, Thomas Schallhart.

All seminars and the toolkit were financed by:

The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an
endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission
cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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INTRODUCTION

WHO ARE WE?
Service Civil International (SCI) is an international peace organisation dedicated to promoting a
culture  of  peace  by  organising  international  voluntary  projects  for  people  of  all  ages  and
backgrounds. The organisation consists of 45 branches and an ever growing number of partner
organisations. Throughout the years SCI has made a major contribution to the development of the
main  forms  of  volunteering.  Every  year,  the  organisation  enables  thousands  of  volunteers  to
participate in community projects and through that break down barriers and prejudices. It allows
them to experience a world of mutual respect and understanding. In this sense, volunteering can
be seen as a way of life, a demonstration of the possible reality of a peaceful and cooperative
world.

“Picturing the Global South – The Power Behind Good Intentions”  was a seminar organized 
by SCI Austria and the SCI Pool of Trainers and Facilitators (TP) in Vienna (Austria) between 
November 14 and 21, 2015. In the course of this seminar, this toolkit was created. European 
volunteering organisations gathered to share and reflect on their selection and preparation of 
volunteers, when sending them to the so-called Global South for short- or long-term exchanges. 
Via emails, articles, links and videos partners from the Global South contributed to the discussions 
and conclusions of the event.

“Los Otros: How to prepare young people to deal with their own stereotypes” was a 
seminar organized by SCI Madrid and the TP in Madrid (Spain) between October 30 and November
5, 2016, as a direct follow-up of the seminar in Vienna. In this seminar the participants evaluated 
the first version of this toolkit and edited it with new methods, new definitions and new ideas.  
Between these seminars, we worked on bringing in a postcolonial perspective to SCI. At the 
Exchange Platform Meeting (EPM) 2016, the movement decided to abolish the label “North-South 
exchange”, when sending volunteers from the Global North to the Global South. Instead, we will in 
the future specify camps that need special preparation, such as the ones we describe here in the 
toolkit. This, in our opinion mandatory, preparation is not only applicable, when volunteers travel 
from the Northern to the Southern hemisphere. In many different contexts it is important to know 
about global injustice, racism, colonial history and how these issues are interrelated.

“The bigger picture: NFE for a global perspective” was a tool fair organized by SCI Austria from
February 8 to 13, 2018 in Vienna. This time, the focus was on adding content to the methods 
section of this toolkit, which had and still has a lot of potential to grow. We exchanged tools, 
methods and workshops, a lot of which we could add to this updated version of the toolkit. The 
tool fair happened with the participation of organisations not just from SCI, but also from other 
networks such as GLEN (Global Education Network of Young Europeans), ENAR (European Network
Against Racism), Clean Clothes Campaign, Alliance and ICYE.
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WHY THIS TOOLKIT?
Many European volunteers have good intentions to participate in projects in the Global South.
They are eager to “help” where they can, they want to get to know “other” cultures and live a
different  kind  of  life  than  the  one  they  are  used  to.  However,  do  volunteers  reflect  on  the
postcolonial power structures that are behind certain ideas of development? Do they see countries
in the Global North as superior to those in the Global South? What does it mean to differentiate
between  rich  and  poor,  modern  and  traditional,  or  developed  and  developing?  Do  they  ask
themselves why in some places of the world “help” is needed and how that is connected to their
own lives?

We see that colonial stereotypes and power structures prevail until today and structurally oppress
some groups, while favoring others. We live in a sensitive postcolonial context, everywhere in the
world.  Structrual  oppression based on global  injustice doesn’t only take place in the Southern
hemisphere. People of color in Europe for example are a “Global South” within “Global North”
societies. This became extremely visible in the growing media attention to refugee and migration
movements to Europe in the past years.

Volunteers working in a “Global South” context in the “Global North”, e.g. working with refugees in
Europe, need to be aware of global power structures they engage in just as much as volunteers
going to countries of the “Global South”.

The  aim  of  this  manual  is  not  to  focus  on  the  Global  South  itself,  but  on  the  European
organizations' perception of Global South and how it influences the picture of volunteering. In
order to tackle the very serious problem of a neocolonial motivation for volunteering in the Global
South, we have to challenge the current hegemony. European volunteering organisations have to
make  hidden  power  structures  visible  already  in  the  selection  of  our  volunteers.  If  formal
education  doesn’t  make  young  people  aware  of  global  injustice  and  its  long  history,  we  as
volunteering organisations need to step in.

We see three necessary steps: 1. They have to make global injustice, its history and its implications
the primary topic in a mandatory preparation of their volunteers (“global education”). 2. They have
to make an intense evaluation with volunteers to give space for reflecting  the experiences made in
such  a  sensitive  context.  3.  They  have  to  speak  out  about  these  power  imbalances  through
awareness-raising actions in Europe. And most importantly, organisations have to become aware of
their  own  postcolonial  pictures.  All  of  us  need  in  the  movement  of  international  voluntary
serviceshave to overcome racism and other forms of systematic injustices.

The topic we are dealing with is complex. This is why we often try not to give simple and short-cut
solutions, judgments or advice along the lines of “You should”. Instead, we try to give different
perspectives on a topic and foster critical thinking. To reach this goal, the following pages share
information and methods collected during the seminars in Vienna and Madrid. This includes the
understanding of some basic terms, the discussions on sensitive topics, a description of possible
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awareness-raising actions and descriptions of  the methods shared and selected in Vienna and
Madrid.

We reflect critically that most contributors to this toolkit are academically educated, white and
from the Global North. In this position, we can never fully grasp the implications of the structural
oppressions we are talking about. Even if we ourselves have experienced other forms of structural
oppressions (such as sexism and homophobia), we can only slowly come closer to understanding
what racism and global injustice mean. We would be grateful and more than welcoming for critical
feedback, perspectives and contributions from people of colour and people from the Global South
in general (Join us for a renewed version of this toolkit!).

This manual can be distributed, updated and extended by all  branches and partners of the SCI
movement. Other voluntary service organisations are very welcome to contribute as well and to
support the critical discourse in general. The target group of the toolkit is mainly this, but not
exclusively. Everybody is very welcome to support the project, e.g. with new methods, feedback
and remarks.  We can imagine issuing a third version of the toolkit,  developing more methods
about breaking with dominant stereotypes and sharing more experiences about awareness-raising
actions.  Feel  free  to  send  your  input  to  the  editors  (val_weidinger@yahoo.com,
thomas.schallhart@gmx.at).  And now good luck implementing the tools;  we hope you find the
toolkit useful!

GOOD INTENTIONS AND POWER   (VERSION 1)
During the seminar “Picturing the Global  South:  The Power Behind Good Intentions” we have
discussed and analysed the motivation of our volunteers, as well as the (hidden) powers behind
their intentions. We came to the conclusion that the power structures hidden in the motivations of
our volunteers reflect the embedded stereotypes of the Global North societies about the Global
South.

Some common profiles of volunteers are who want to do North-South exchanges are what we
have  called  “The  White  Savior  Complex”,  “Looking  for  the  exotic,  the  authentic  and  the
adventurous”,  “the  expert”  and  so  on.  The  motivation  of  volunteers  is  usually  built  on  good
intentions and this makes it difficult to judge them. Doesn't judging motivations based on our own
perspective means reinforcing power structures of inclusion and exclusion as well? This is why we
have  to  focus  on  filtering  the  power  structures  in  the  motivations,  acknowledging  and
deconstructing them. More importantly, we need to raise awareness for these issues, both in our
daily work as NGOs and especially in a good and critical preparation of volunters. Volunteers need
to be aware of their own privileges as inhabitants of the Global North and the power structures
that are reinforced when they thus go to the Global South. We have to give them the tools and the
desire to reflect on them and to get active in civil society in their home countries around fighting
global injustice.
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During the seminar we have focused on exchanging methods, ideas and practices to make sure the
volunteers receive the best preparation we can offer. The will to prepare well is already there, but
sometimes we are lacking the methods. Also our activists doing the preparation might fall in the
trap of generalizing. For this reason, the toolkit shall multiply the positive effects of the discussions
and outcomes of the seminar.

WHAT CHANGED IN VERSIONS 2 AND 3 (2017-2018)?
The most important step since the first version of the toolkit was a stronger focus on how global
justice struggles take place within the Global North.

The  new  chapter  Global  Context explains  the  global  dimension  of  stereotypes,  but  also  their
background in the power structures that colonialism and the ongoing economic exploitation within
our global economy create. In this chapter we also talk about travelling as a privilege in a global
context and relate it to restrictive borders and visa inequalities.

Lots of new methods as well as resources such as videos and articles (in the new section Further
reading) were added to the toolkit. We also refined, improved and criticised method descriptions
from  the  first  version  of  the  toolkit.  We  tried  to  relate  methods  and  resources  to  the  more
theoretical chapters in the preparation, so that trainers and facilitators of preparation seminars
could easily identify which method they could use to tackle which topic. For some topics, we still
lack methods.

We also added to other sections: The Glossary got quite a lot of new entries and improvements,
while the motivation chapter has a new motivation description with Going South and aware of the
irony?. We added and updated several of the Sensitive and controversial issues in the preparation,
with new chapters e.g. on sustainability, humour, health and language.

The Exchange Platform Meeting (EPM) 2016 gave some new impulses to this toolkit. The section
on  External Communication, which gives guidelines to people working with PR within SCI, is an
outcome of this. At the seminar in Madrid, we reviewed the guidelines and gave new input.

The new chapter  Evaluation and involvement is a short guide to organising follow-up seminars
after volunteers come back for their exchanges.  go beyond: Awareness-raising and South-North
finally is the now more extensive chapter of alternatives to North-South exchanges that we would
like to promote in order to improve global justice.

The Methods and Materials grew a lot and received a lot of new input, tools and workshops for
your use in Global Education and training of volunteers.
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GLOSSARY
Language is power. We think that to define concepts and to define words dangerously simplifies
the world and leads us into thinking into boxes rather than out of them. However,in order to
critically reflect the way we see volunteer exchanges today, we must first look at the terms we use
within our organisations in order to understand and analyze our own bias and to make clear in
which context we are using certain terms.

It  is  worth  mentioning  that  these  definitions  are  not  scientific.  They  are  the  definitions  the
seminars worked with and they, to the group, seemed clear and sufficient for the application in the
exchange of volunteers. The editors of the toolkit reworked some of the definitions afterwards. 

Overview:
• Bias
• Cultural Appropriation
• Exoticism
• Gender
• Global Education
• Global Justice
• Global North
• Global South
• Internalisation
• Intersectionality
• Microaggressions
• Negative Discrimination
• North-South exchange
• Othering
• Prejudice
• Positive Discrimination

• Privilege
• Racialisation
• Racism
• Re-centering
• Re-orientation
• Sex
• Sexism
• Sexuality
• South-North exchange
• Stereotyping
• Volontourism
• White-centrism
• White Guilt
• White privilege
• White Tears
• Xenophobia

A  Privilege is a structural advantage of one social group over other social groups. The term is
applied to many different social paremeters such as race, age, gender, sexual orientation, religion,
class,  physical/mental  ability  etc.  For  example,  in  society,  men  are  structurally  privileged  to
women, because they hold economic and political power and have created a system, in which men
are seen as the norm in society (e.g. in language). The term is used to point out inequalities.

Intersectionality looks  at  how  different  oppressions  and  privileges  overlap.  One  person  may
interconnect many social categories, e.g. gender, sex, nationality, class, ethnicity. This creates a
system in which each individual or group is discriminated or favored in a different way, as the
categories  overlap.  An  example  can  be  an  immigrant  woman.  In  some  situations  she  will  be
discriminated simply as a woman or simply as an immigrant but in many situations she will face
discriminations  that  are  based  on  her  being  an  immigrant  woman  (for  more  on  this  read
Crenshaw).
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To speak about Global South and Global North means to make a political  division of the world
based on privilege. This means we have parts of the world that have less possibilities in social,
economic, political and cultural areas (“Global South”) than others (“Global North”). The terms are
often used in a justice context, fighting for equality in a global political context.

The division into “Global North” and “Global South” is often connected to colonial history,
in  which  some  groups  of  people  have  been  structurally  oppressed  and  others  structurally
benefitted from these opressions. This has consequences until today. Some key issues we have
identified are for  instance the accumulation of  wealth,  the exploitation of  the “South” by the
“North”,  the privilege of  education (e.g.  access to education/schooling,  access to internet,  the
possibility to travel) and the privilege of definition (defining what is “modern”, defining what/who
is developed and what development is).

The  two  terms  are  also  related  to  geography,  but  not  only.Australia  for  example  is
geographically in the Southern Hemisphere, but according to its privilege it is based in the “Global
North”.  However,  within  Australia  there  are  groups  that  might  belong  to  the  “Global  South”
because  of  their  lack  of  privilege  and  their  history  of  oppression  through  colonizers  (e.g.
indigenous peoples, refugees, migrants from Pacific Islands).

The terms are not politically neutral and the definition of who belongs or does not belong
to the Global North or the Global South is fluent and changeable. It has a eurocentric connotation
based on othering. In our opinion it is important to be aware that definitions are often quite blurry
and not easily applied to specific groups. They might even seem random at first sight.

The structural  oppression of the Global South is  closely related to and interlinked with
racism and other forms of structural oppressions such as sexism, classism or homophobia.

Global Education (GE) is defined as following by GLEN: “Global education is a creative approach
of bringing about change in our society. Global education is an active learning process based on
the  universal  values  of  tolerance,  solidarity,  equality,  justice,  inclusion,  co-operation  and  non-
violence. Global education begins with raising awareness of global challenges such as poverty or
the  inequailites  caused  by  the  uneven  distribution  of  resources,  environmental  degradation,
violent conflicts or  human rights,  thus creating deeper understanding of the complexity of the
underlying causes. It aims to change people‘s attitudes by them reflecting on their own roles in the
world. Global  education motivates  and empowers  people to become active,  responsible global
citizens.”
Building on this definition the participants of the 2018 tool fair “The Bigger Picture” defined that
GE has to be challenging, grassroots, bottom up, controversial, conflictive, have space for different
perspectives,  encouraging  activism,  inclusive,  raising  awareness,  interdisciplinary,  reflective,
participatory, open for everyone, encouraging critical thinking, aware of power structures, and it
cannot have predefined outcomes. It is possible to use GE within and outside the formal education
system. It should include members of the so-called Global South in the discussion. Additionally,
depending on the political and legal context it can be dangerous.
As topics for GE the following were mentioned: Environmental justice, Global economy, System
change,  Colonialism,  Sexism,  Gender,  Patriarchy,  Agenda  2030,  Cultural  diversity,  Injustice,
Sustainability, Human rights, Racism and sexism, Equality and equity, Postcolonialism, Citizenship,
Migration,  Discrimination,  Inequality,  Healthy  lifestyle,  Communciation,  Dialogue,  Conflict
resolution, Critical thinking, Social issues, Power structures and more. 
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The  groups  also  defined  characteristics  that  GE  cannot  demonstrate:  ethno/Eurocentric,
reproducing racism/ stereotypes and other isms, imposed, dominant, reinforcing current power
structures, essentialist, not open for change, unidirectional, and only one perspective represented.

A prominent topic in Global Education is Global Justice. This term refers to a political philosophy
which deals with an unfairness that is perceived. This unfairness can be seen and dealt with in
different  areas,  such  as  the  distribution  of  resources  on  a  global  level,  political  and  legal
discrimination and/ or repression etc. 

“North-South  exchange”  we  used  to  call  voluntary  service  projects  within  SCI  in  which  a
volunteer from the Global North is sent to the Global South. As a movement, we have identified
the wil not to reproduce unequal power structures or to at least make them visible by naming
them. We have identified the need to have additional preparation for volunteers from the Global
North, when sending them to the Global South. However, there is an ongoing discussion within the
movement, whether this division is necessary, helpful or harmful because of the critical view we
have towards the power structures implied within this terminology. South-North exchange is the
opposite of the North-South exchange: a volunteer from the Global South is sent to the Global
North. We don't have any specific guidelines for this sort of exchange within SCI (yet).

Voluntourism is a compound noun originated from volunteering and tourism. It usually stands for
short-term (workcamps) or mid-term volunteering projects where low level of professionality of
volunteers  participating  is  required  by  the  hosting  organisation.  Motivation  of  volunteers  to
participate  in  such  types  of  projects  mostly  combines  doing  something  good  within  local
communities, getting to know different cultures and travelling. Nowadays, it became very trendy
for young people to spend their gap year or holidays doing voluntourism and thus it generated a
new industry of agencies offering the best volunteering experiences without reflecting possible
negative  consequences  of  mostly  white  people  from  the  Global  North  coming  to  ‘help’
communities in the Global South.

Othering emphasizes  cultural  differences,  forgetting  personal  diversity.  It  relates  personal
behavior almost exclusively to a culture, and the own identity (“we” or “us”) is defined by the
differences seen with the “other”. Usually the dividing attributes described to the “others” are
considered as negative. Othering is a danger, when we divide the world in “North” and “South”.
You can often see it connected to  Xenophobia, which describes the hatred or fear people can
experience towards people from other countries or in general  people they do not know. They
might even have the same feeling towards anything that they consider foreign or strange.

Stereotyping is a simplified and standardized conception or image invested with special meaning
and held in common by members of a group. Prejudice, on the other hand, is a feeling towards a
person based on their affiliation with a group, applying a stereotype one holds about a certain
group to a specific person.  Finally,  Bias refers to an inclination, tendency or opinion that has no
reason and is preconceived. It can be negative, e.g. hostile feelings towards a social group without
a reason, or positive, e.g. favoring one social group without a reason.
As these terms and their distinction are not always clear to non-native speakers we recommend
you look up the translations before using them in a session.
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Racism is  the structural  oppression  of  groups  of  people  based on  what  is  perceived  as  their
ethnicity or “race”.  The differentiation of groups of people according to their “race” is socially
constructed, often along physical appearances such as skin colour. “Races” have been constructed
in order to differentiate groups and to legitimaze oppressive behaviour from one group to another.
People  of  one  structurally  privileged group feel  superior  to  another  group that  is  structurally
discriminated against. Racism can be conscious or unconscious.

On a global level, “white” people are structurally advantaged. Through colonial exploitation and
long histories of structural violence, “whiteness” has been defined as superior to other races. This
is what we call White privilege. White people as a group on a global level have historical, social,
cultural, economic and political privileges compared to other socially constructed groups (such as
people  of  colour).  This  does  not  mean every  single  white  person is  privileged in  all  of  these
matters. Privilege is complex and overlaps along different traits of a person (such as class, gender,
age, sexual orientation etc.).

Exoticism is a tendency to feel drawn to whatever is exotic, of foreign origin or character, not
native.  The  thing  or  person  is  mainly  interesting  because  he/she/it  is  considered  as  different
because of the background.

Cultural Appropriation happens, when a member of a dominant culture reduces the rich culture
of a systematically marginalized culture down to a few stereotypical signifiers. The member of the
dominant culture does this in an offensive and embarassing way that exploits the marginalized
culture for own profit.

Negative  Discrimination is to give less favorable treatment to those with factor X than those
without  it,  while  Positive  Discrimination describes  a  structural  form  of  giving  privilege  to
someone based on race, gender, age, origin etc. with the aim to support oppressed groups or
minorities.

Neocolonial means practices,  structures  and behaviours  that  build  on the power  relations  of
colonialism and re-enact them. Postcolonial on the other hand is a way to describe a context after
colonialism has ended. It is often used in academia to challenge the images and narratives that
colonialism has created and normalized.

White-centrism is the structural orientation around whiteness which constantly puts the white
person in the center and as “default”. The white person gets to be the protagonist who tells the
story about “others” who are orientated around the center of whiteness. Institutions have been
built for the white person and also products are predominantly produced with the white person in
mind. It might not be too difficult to reflect upon things such as band-aids, make-up and “nude”
underwear but even equipment such as cameras and their accompanying lighting features have
historically been calibrated and perfected to suit white skin so that white people can appear most
favourably in film and photography.
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Racialisation is  the  process  that  “marks”  non-white  people  and  places  them  into  different
categories of “races”. This process has been ongoing for hundreds of years since the first white
colonisers and is still prevalent today. The white person has been normalised in this process and is
therefore considered to be the norm, the unmarked, the ideal. Racialisation is the process that
allows Othering and makes whiteness invisible, almost a “non-race” and the benchmark to which
all “others” are compared to and should strive to be like.

Re-centering (vs. Re-orientation): One mechanism that “oils” the structure of white-centrism is
Re-centering. In situations of  Re-orientation,  when a non-white person centers  a  story around
themselves,  White-centrism easily  obstructs  it  and/or  turns  it  around to  put  whiteness  in  the
center, again. For example if a non-white person addresses racism, and centers the conversation
about  systemic  oppression  and  the  experiences  of  being  non-white,  a  white  person  might,
intentionally or unintentionally, derail the conversation to center it around their own feelings and
White  Tears in regards to how colonial history or these conversations add to the “struggle” of
dealing with their  White  Guilt. It is common that privileged people feel very passionate about
sharing  their  perspectives  without  reflecting  upon  what  it  means.  The  lack  of  reflection  and
questioning of  Re-centering has automated this mechanism. Why is there a need to share views
that are already dominating or even defend whiteness? Simply listening to voices that are rarely
heard and allow the Re-orientation and deconstruction of different centrisms could be a start to
dismantle them,  whether  it  is  White-centrism, hetero-centrism,  male-centrism or  any other.  It
could be relevant for volunteers to have a discussion about different automated mechanisms that
uphold the structural orientation around whiteness and make them aware to notice when they
themselves or other volunteers show signs of this action.

Microagressions “mark”  mechanisms which uphold systemic  oppression.  Microagressions  can
take the form of a comment or a question that “marks” a person. It could be a question about
where somebody is “originally” from or a comment about how well they speak their first language
(often  English  or  another  dominating  language  mainstreamed  through  colonisation  but  not
necessarily). Microagressions are tools of exclusion and have been normalised and automated as
mechanisms  to  help  structural  oppression  function  smoother.   Microagressions  are  normally
presented  as  “well-meaning"  comments  or  questions  of  “curiosity”  when  in  fact  this  can  be
considered sugarcoating. It is relevant to have a discussion about sensitivity and how to reflect
upon what rights we have in regards to asking people about their stories. How will one person’s
“curiosity” affect somebody else’s right to feel safe in any given place? It is important to talk about
how  “good”  intentions  may  actually  stem  from  structural  discrimination  and  might  make
somebody  feel  exotified.  Microagressions  are  commonly  viewed  as  “nothing”  or  something
“minor”, mostly by people of privilege but also by people without privilege due to Internalisation.

Internalisation means  that  the  stereotypes  about  a  marginalised  group  which  have  been
produced and reproduced by those in power may have been adopted by individuals  from the
marginalised group. As racism is structural, it is invisible for the privileged who don’t experience it,
but when it becomes invisible even to the people that are negatively affected by it, then racism has
been  internalised.  Internalisation  can  lead  to  a  person  without  privilege  buying  in  on  the
stereotypes  and  thus  rejecting  structural  racism  as  a  concept.  This  could  result  in  different
behaviours, including working really hard to distance yourself from the stereotype, making fun of
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the stereotype one has been assigned or/and making fun of those who do fit the stereotype, or
even intentionally living up to the stereotype. All of this can also be coping strategies to deal with
the systemic racism that one is constantly exposed to.

When working  on  Intersectionality and  Global  Education in  general,  key  terms  that  are  often
confused are  Gender,  Sex and  Sexuality.  To understand,  use and explain these words best it
might proof useful for you to visualize them. A method to work with the Genderbread person, for
which you can find the explanation here: https://www.genderbread.org/ This is the image used for
the explanation:

And these are the definitions worked with: 
“Sex (sometimes called biological sex, anatomical sex, or 
physical sex) is comprised of things like genitals, 
chromosomes, hormones, body hair, and more. But one thing 
it’s not: gender.”

Gender identity: “Your psychological sense of self. Who you, in
your head, know yourself to be, based on how much you align
(or don’t align) with what you understand to be the options 
for gender.”

Attraction: “Like sex, attraction isn’t really a component of 
gender. However, we often conflate sexual orientation with 
gender, or categorize the attraction we experience in 
gendered ways.” (end of quote from/ reference to this page)

Sexism can be seen as an expression and a component of current power structures. It is expressed
in stereotypes, prejudices and discrimination about/ of a person based on his*her sex. Sexism is 
mostly directed at people of the female sex or a person whose sex at birth does not coincide with 
the gender. 
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EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION

Proposal Communication Guidelines to represent the Global South in the
Global North

(work in progress, March 2017)

The idea for these guidelines arose during a discussion about volontourism and pictures about the
Global South in the Global North during the EPM 2016. We think it is important to have a common
understanding  about  how  SCI  differs  from  volontourism  organisations  and  how  SCI  can
communicate about volunteering in a context of global  injustice.  This is  why we would like to
suggest the following guidelines for representing our work. We think that these guidelines are
important  in  a  context  with  strong  power  structures,  inequalities  and  stereotypes.  So  please
consider them especially in cases of North-South exchange or in relation to projects with often
marginalized groups like refugees.
Please understand these guidelines as a first draft. It needs to be modified and extended in the
future. We suggest to improve and evaluate them at the EPM and other opportunities, where SCI
as a movement meets.

Target group: These guidelines are especially meant for anybody who represents an SCI branch or
partner  in  the  Global  North,  especially  for  those  people  working  with  PR,  placement,
communication and outreach. We would recommend you to mention this topic in your preparation
seminars and to discuss the topic  with the volunteers.  This  document is not targeted towards
volunteers, but we would also like to develop a document that addresses the volunteers in the
future (see Language and Pictures in the Preparation chapter).

1) Why Guidelines?: We think that SCI’s work is based on values such as strenghtening peace and
social  justice.  This  has  consequences  not  only  on  the  design  of  projects,  the  selection  and
preparation  of  volunteers,  but  also  on  the  way  we  communicate  our  work  on  our  websites,
Facebook and in other media. 

It is still very dominant in the Global North to see countries of the Global North as superior to
those in the Global South. These images date back to colonial times when the world was divided
into presumably “civilized” and “uncivilized” countries to legitimize repression and exploitation. A
lot of time has passed, but these constructed images prevail until today in common perceptions,
media coverage, commercials and also in international exchange programs. Terms like “civilization”
have been substituted by slightly more subtle differentiations between rich and poor, modern and
traditional, rational and emotional, active and passive, self-reliant and depending on foreign aid,
developed and developing. We do not want to deny, that there are differences between people
and places, but the generalized images of “North” and “South” surely did not meet the complex
realities when colonial exploitation started, neither do they nowadays.
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The role of SCI is not only to send volunteers abroad, but to inform, explain and raise awareness
about  those grave structural  injustices,  like the possibility  to cross  borders  easily  with certain
passports. Our role is to guide the volunteers to travel with respect for diverse ways of life and
cultures,  to  understand  the  reasons  and  consequences  of  the  world  inequalities  and  the
importance of observation before making a stand. Our role is not to show the inequalities or the
imbalance, but to explain it and to give opportunities for the volunteers to be able to analyze it by
themselves in order to become really aware of the world they live in, and maybe to take action as
active and critical citizens. Ideally, we aim at a mutual exchange at eye-level where no side feels
superior or inferior.

2) General Remarks
2.1 ) Try to avoid presenting the Global South as exotic: Please try to avoid using images and
descriptions that picture projects as exotic and adventurous. Like suggesting that a workcamp in a
certain place will be an exotic experience, pointing only out differences. It is common in the Global
North to paint places in the Global South as “authentic”,  “traditional”,  “wild”, “emotional” and
“romantic”  in  opposition  to  a  “modern”,  “rational”  and  “technological”  Global  North.  These
stereotypes date  back to colonialism.  Everything that  was “emotional” and “traditional” about
places and people in the Global South was emphasized, was a justification that the “modern” and
“rational” people from the Global South have the right to exploit and violate the Global South. It
was common to claim that colonized people in the Global South are childish and are close to
nature, which meant they had to be educated and tamed. We strongly recommend to rather focus
on commonalities and to consciously break these stereotypes (see below).

Example: Show people involved in activities that are not mainly exotic and romantic (e.g. making
traditional music or working with traditional methods on a field in a romantic sunset, but rather
people working in a city). 

2.2) Try to avoid victimization: Please try to avoid presenting local people in the Global South as
passive  and  as  victims  of  circumstances  like  poverty,  while  showing  on  the  other  hand  the
volunteers from abroad as active and helping, educating the local population to fight against their
problems. This reinforces the problematic colonial notion that the Global North needs to “help”
the Global South. Instead show local initiatives, local staff and local ideas that represents local
structures.

Example: Showing local teachers teaching in a school instead of the only white volunteers.

2.3) Try to focus on commonalities and partnership: Please try to use forms of representation
that  focus  on  commonalities  and  working  on  the  same  level.  Do  not  show  some  people  as
receivers and others as donors of help. Try to show common features, we all are humans. In regard
to projects, try to show projects as common endeavors or as mainly initiated and run by the local
partner.
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Example: Use pictures of people from the Global South and Global North working together or
people from the Global North learning something from someone from the Global South. 

2.4)  Try  to  focus  on  the  local  and the  individual:  Try not to speak of certain continents or
regions as homogeneous units (e.g. Africa as very poor with a lot of people living in huts without
electricity).  Rather  make always  clear  about  which specific  place you are  talking and that  the
conditions  only  apply  to  that  place.  The  same  holds  true  when  talking  about  people.  Try  to
represent them as individuals with unique experiences and opinions and not as representatives of
a unified group e.g. all refugees.

Example: Try to give people you represent their own voice by using e.g. quotes. When you use
pictures make clear, where the picture was taken and what is the specific situation there. Try to
show different opinions and situations in one e.g. article to make clear, that the reality is diverse. 

2.5)  Try  to  break  with  clichés  and  stereotypes,  show  diversity:  Please  try  to  challenge
dominant pictures of the Global  South that we see in the Global  North,  e.g.  seeing people in
certain regions as poor and helpless. Please try to show diversity. e.g. show different opinions on a
topic or different conditions in a region (e.g. difference between city and rural area). There is not
only a single story. It can be a good idea to try to question certain narrations: Rather than seeing
Europe as “developed”, question the definition of development in general.

Example: Show people from the Global South as entrepreneurs and not as poor and helpless, show
impressions from cities and not only from the countryside.

2.6)  Try  to show global  power  structures  and inequalities:  Please try to show and address
global power structures and relations. 

Example: Instead of focusing on the fact that poverty exists, rather show how poverty is caused,
e.g. by unjust trade regulations that exploit certain regions. Instead of showing people as relaxed
or lazy and never on time, rather make clear, that the infrastructure (e.g. bus schedules, street
situation) makes it impossible to make appointments at fixed times. 

3) Practical Tips: When you present a project, person, organization, please remember to present
with respect and dignity. Ask yourself, if you would like to be represented in that way. Make sure
what kind of message you could and want to send with a text or picture to prospective volunteers
or project partners.

3.1)  Language:  The  language  we  use  represent  our  vision  of  the  world  and  influences  our
behaviour and our approach towards people and places. Language is never neutral. Please always
reflect about the implications of words and wordings you use:

• Try to avoid formulations that emphasize adventures and sensations.
• Try to avoid words like help, need and save and rather use join, share, exchange, learn.
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• Try to avoid the words development and developing country.
• Try to avoid words or formulations related to volontourism and rather try to stress the

value- and partnership-based way SCI works.
• Please try not to label groups of people as others (see commonalities).

3.2) Images
• Try to use pictures that the photographer had the consent of the presented people of. Be

especially sensitive when you have pictures with children. Ask the photographer/volunteer
for more information about the context.

• Please  respect  the  privacy  of  the  presented  people,  don´t  publish  pictures  taken  by
volunteers in private places.

• Always make clear in the image description, where and when the picture was taken and
what it is showing.

• Please  try  to  avoid  pictures  that  reinforce  stereotypes  e.g.  pictures  of  white  people
educating black children. Instead choose pictures in which people play or work together as
equals.

4) Further Reading: See the section Further reading.

If you have any questions or remarks about these guidelines, please contact:
Thomas Schallhart, SCI Austria: t.schallhart@gmail.com
Katharina Merz, SCI Germany: katharinamerz@posteo.de
Lisa Wevelsiep, SCI Germany: lisa.wevelsiep@posteo.de
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PREPARATION

Preparation is crucial when sending volunteers, not only from the so-called Global North to the so-
called Global South. Every volunteer should be aware of what volunteering and voluntary services
are, ideally knows basic values of its sending organisation and knows how they can get involved in
civil society back home after returning from their voluntary service. We identify a further need to
prepare volunteers in North-South exchanges because of the different layers of preconceptions
that volunteers might have due to the ongoing poscolonial relations between the Global North and
the Global South and because of the need to deconstruct them. If we want to encourage learning
and fruitful exchanges, we should give volunteers the possibility to have a complex picture already
before they participate in a North-South exchange.

We see three important steps:
1. To look at motivations and expectations that volunteers have, so that the preparation can be
adapted to the needs of the volunteers.
2. To make participants aware of the global historical, political and economic contexts, in which
their travelling and volunteering will take place in.
3. To critically and empathically talk about individual sensitive issues volunteers might face, when
going from the Global North to the Global South.

MOTIVATIONS AND EXPECTATIONS
Preparation has to pick up the volunteers at the stage where they are at – and this stage are their
motivatons and expectations to do a voluntary service in the Global South.

In our practical experience as European sending organisations of volunteers to the so-called Global
South  we have encountered a broad variety  of  motivations and expectations of  volunteers  to
participate  in  a  North-South  exchange.  We  usually  see  good  intentions  behind  all  of  these
motivations  and  expectations.Judging  motivations  would  mean  again  to  exercise  power  in  an
unequal dichotomy hierarchy. Instead, we would like to acknowledge motivations, appreciate good
intentions  and work  with them as  they  are.  However,  we  see the need to  start  a  process  of
deconstruction of the harmful power structures that lie behind some motivations.

We would like to describe three motivation examples (among, for sure, many). We have found
these three examples interesting to deconstruct and we encourage a dialogue about them in the
preparation process.

Methods:
→  Barometer and  →  The Hot Chair are methods that help to foster discussion.  They can be
helpful in talking (critically) about expectations and motivations.
→ Visual Harvesting is a way to follow up on this discussion to go deeper into why motivations
and good intentions are connected to power structures.
→ Reading Articles

The  White  Savior  Complex:  One of the most common  motivations  of  volunteers  from  the
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Global North, when applying for a volunteering
project in the Global South, is to “help”. Wanting
to “help” may have good intentions, but can be
very problematic.

In  media  we  very  commonly  hear  and  see
stories  about  white  people  from  the  Global
North  who  do  good  deeds  for  people  in  the
Global South. We see how Brad Pitt saves the
black  slave  in  the  Hollywood  film “12  Years  a
Slave”, we see Facebook profile pictures of white
volunteers amidst a group of non-white children
and we see charity commercials pleading to “us”
(white Europeans) to “save” the Global South by
donating to charity.

That an untrained person from the Global North
can “help” in any setting in the Global South just
by being from the Global North, is a problematic
view.  This  reinforces  racist  (post)colonial
stereotypes  about  people  in  the  Global  South
being incapable of solving their own problems,
while  at  the  same  time  portraying  the  white

person from the Global North as moral authority
and more capable. Power structures like this can
be very harmful and can lead to a stabilization of
existing inequalities/global injustice.

How  to  address  this: Make  sure  to  explicitly
dissociate your organisation from development
aid in  the way you present  your  organisation.
Talk  about  the  difference  between  an  SCI
voluntary service and development aid. In your
preparation  give  a  picture  of  global  injustice
(e.g.  through  World  Lunch or  Take  a  Step
Forward  /  Check  your  Privilege).  Initiate
reflections  on  how  we  can  change  global
injustice  (e.g.  through  Barometer). Put these
reflections in context to the “savior” motivation
of  volunteers  (e.g.  through  the  resource
collection  below).  Speak  about  ethical
communicaton  connected  (how  you  portray
your  voluntary  service  on  Facebook  e.g.
connected to the “savior” complex).

How to adress this: A good way to introduce the concept of “white savior complex” can be to
look at examples.

• This  Mexican    Coca-Cola    commerical  (2015) gained a  lot  of  controversy  for  reinforcing
stereotypes of the “white savior” helping/saving “indigenious people”.

• Humanitarians  of  Tinder is  a  Tumblr  account  collecting profile  pictures  on the mobile
dating app Tinder that reinforce the white savior complex.

• Savior  Barbie is  a  satiric  instagram account  using the Barbie doll  to illustrate the way
people with savior motivation portray their stay in the Global South.

• Watch clips from a popular film that illustrates the white savior complex. Wikipedia has a
big list of feature films.

Looking  for  the  exotic,  the  authentic  and
the  adventurous: A lot of volunteers want to
do  North-South  exchanges  because  of  their
thirst  to  experience  authenticity.  The  Global
South  seems  as  something  that  is  “original”,
“still  connected  to  nature”,  “traditional”,
“chaotic”,  “dangerous”  and  “adventurous”  as
opposed to the Global North that is connected
to  “modernity”,  “technology”,  “safety”  and
“routine”.  If  I  as  a  volunteer  from  the  Global

North  go to  the Global  South,  I  dive  into this
“authentic” world and this makes me special.

Even though this is the way the Global South is
portrayed in media and in public discourses in
the  Global  North,  this  dichotomy  is  very
problematic.  It  reinforces  harmful  stereotypes
and exoticism stemming from the colonial  era
about what the Global South is. This dichotomy
objectifies places and people rather than giving
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them  the  freedom  to  act  and  speak  for
themselves.  This  dichotomy  legitimizes  global
injustice.  At  the  same  time  all  focus  of  the
motivation lies in the self and empowerment of
the volunteer, her/his freedom to act and speak
for  her-/himself.  The  volunteers  with  this
motivation imagine the Global South according
to their own needs.

How to address this: First look critically at how
you  present  and  advertise  North-South
exchanges  within  your  organisation.  Do  you

reinforce  the  stereotype of  the free  volunteer
vs.  the  objectified  Global  South?  As  with  The
White  Savior  Complex  (see  above),  initiate
reflections on global injustice and how we can
fight against it. Put these reflections in context
to  this  motivation 8eg.  Through the resources
below). Talk about ethical communication (e.g.
motivating  volunteers  to  give  examples  that
counter-act  the  stereotypes  and  motivating
them to criticize media portrayal of the Global
South in their reports).

Resources: You could start the discussion on this topic by introducing the related concept of
“cultural  appropriation”.  A  lot  of  times,  traditions  and  objects  from  the  Global  South  are
imported to the Global North because of their “authenticity” - the traditions and objects are
adapted  according  to  their  own  needs,  at  the  same  time  disrespecting  and  objectifying  the
culture the traditions and objects stem from. Some videos connected to the topic are:

• MTV Decoded's video „7 myths about Cultural Appropriation DEBUNKED“ gives a good in-
troduction to the concept

• T  aylor Swift's music video “Wildest Dreams” reinforces a lot of colonial imagery. Franch-
esca Ramsey reacts in MTV Decoded's analysis of the video

• Coldplay's music video „Hymn For the Weekend“
• Iggy Azalea's music video „Bounce“

Going  South  and  aware  of  the  irony?: It
might  also  happen  that  volunteers  are
completely  or  partly  aware  of  the  global
context,  in  which their  voluntary service  takes
place. They might look for different experiences
than a simple saviour approach or looking for an
exotic adventure. What are reasons people still
want to go from the Global North to the Global
South? We found this article in the blog “Africa
is a Country” very interesting.

The  article  argues  that  people  in  the  Global
North  grow  up  in  and  are  shaped  by  the
neoliberal  economic  system  they  live  in.  As  a
neoliberal  citizen  and  consumer,  their  main
responsibility  is  to  bring  themselves  further
rather.  The  individual  advancement  is

considered good for society and for the globe as
a whole. Even if people are aware of the need to
empower locals to bring about good rather than
people  from  outside  coming  to  bring  about
good, they might still see their travelling to the
South  as  a  good  in  itself,  because  cultural
exchange creates empathy: “Young people who
may otherwise not be exposed to poverty  are
able to see it first hand, and face-to-face contact
with those who live differently has the potential
to create empathy where there might otherwise
be ignorance.” Empathy becomes part of a skills
base  that  people  can  use  for  their  own
advancement  in  their  societies  in  the  Global
North,  e.g.  by putting volunteering in their CV
and  by  shaping  an  activist  mindset  that  the
Global North needs to change.
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GLOBAL CONTEXT
Part  of  understanding  volunteering  from  the  “Global  North”  in  the  “Global  South”  means
understanding  the  context  in  which  it  happens.  It  means  to  understand  stereotypes,  shared
concepts of the world, power structures and where they come from. Very important in this context
is colonial history, but also the global economic system that came out of it. We also talk about
travel privilege in a global context in this chapter.

Colonial  History:  Many  of  the  places
considered “Global South” have colonial history
as  the  colonialized  and  those  of  the  “Global
North”  as  the  colonizers.  Usually,  colonialism
refers  to  the  colonies  that  Europeans  created
around the world in the period from the end of
the 15th century until the 20th century, when lots
of colonies became independent states.

Colonialism was a way for European empires to
accumulate wealth by systematically exploiting
people in other parts of the world and the land
they traditionally lived in.  Profit become more
important  than  life.  Black,  brown  and
indigenous people, but also women and animals
for example were there to be abused in order
for white, male colonizers to gain profit. In the
late  19th century,  10  million  Indians  died,
because they didn’t have anything to eat. At the
same time,  the British exported huge amounts
of  grain  out  of  India through  their  East  India
Company.

Sometimes  people  from  colonies  were
considered objects  rather  than human beings.
They were given a price, sold in slave trade and
forced to work hard labour for little to no gain in
exchange. In the Atlantic slave trade, 10 to 12
million African slaves were forcefully brought to
North and South America to work for the white
colonizers. In the late 19th and early 20th century,
Belgian colonial companies in the Congo could
use brutal violence, torture and abuse in every

way to make the local population work for their
rubber production. The colonies gave Europeans
access  to  valuable  natural  resources  such  as
gold, minerals or agricultural land.

European colonizers defined political borders of
colonies, very often arbitrarily and without any
consideration of the ethnical, historical, cultural
or social context that the borders were set in. At
the Berlin Conference in 1884-1885, the African
continent  was  divided  among  the  European
empires  (“Scramble  for  Africa”).  Any  form  of
African  self-governance  and  autonomy  was
completely  overruled.  Some  borders  were
literally drawn with a ruler on a map. One of the
consequences  of  this  were  countless  ethnic
conflicts and wars around political borders and
territories.

Not only borders were defined by the colonizers.
Colonialism  meant  to  distribute  the  European
way  of  life.  Local  populations  in  the  colonies
were  overruled  by  power  systems  from white
Europe.  Local  cultures  and  languages,  local
traditions and forms of living were replaced by
European  standards,  European  languages  and
European  ways  of  living.  Portuguese,  French,
English  and  Spanish  are  world  languages
because of colonialism, while at the same time
an  incredible  amount  of  languages  is  going
extinct  or  is  already  extinct,  because  their
language and cultures  have been marginalized
and  dominated  by  European  cultures  for
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centuries  (such  as  the  aboriginal  languages  in
Australia).  Local  knowledge  systems  were
overruled  by  what  Europeans  defined  as
“science”.  Traditional  knowledge  was
discredited,  because it  didn’t  fit  into the rules
the Europeans hat defined (this is what we call
“epistemological violence”).

In some countries, colonized people could drive
out  the  colonizers  and  gain  independence.
Other  people  were  completely  marginalized
within  their  land  or  victims  of  genocides,
becoming a minority in their traditional land and
having practically no political power, such as the
indigenous people of the USA, New Zealand or
Australia or the Sami people in Scandinavia.

Rather  than  admitting  the  horrifying
exploitation of the colonized people, colonizers
made  up  ideological  justifications  for  their
behaviour.  One  of  them  was  that  colonized
people’s lives were worth less than that of white
Europeans  (read  more  about  that  in  Race,
racism and whiteness). A common narrative was
that colonies would gain from the presence of
the  colonizers,  who  built  infrastructure  and
brought  modernity,  technology  and  superior
culture  to  the  underdeveloped.  While
colonialism has ended, this ideological base of it
is  ongoing  until  today.  People  in  the  Global
North  frame  the  Global  South  as

underdeveloped  and  inferior.  They  frame
themselves as the saviours who give foreign aid
and  promote  democracy  and  human  rights.
Reality  is  much  more  complex  though;  read
more about this in Global Economy.

Recommendation: We  recommend  the
volunteers  going  to  the  South  to  do  detailed
research about the past of the country and its
present. Some guiding questions could be:
- Does X have a colonial past? From when

to  when?  Who  were  they  colonialized
by? What were the characteristics of this
colonization?

- How  has  the  process  of  independence
been? What have the politics, economy
etc. since then been like?

- What  is  the  urbanization  rate  of  the
country? What is the poverty rate? Does
the country have industry? Does it have
modern  cities?  What  are  the  social
programs? 

- Which  international  organisations  are
active  in  the  country?  How  do  they
work?

An  interesting  source  can  be  e.g.  BBC:
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-
13951696 .  But  make  sure  you  also  research
local  news and local  history writing. You could
e.g. also research novelists from the country and
read their books.

Methods:
→ Colonial products

Videos:

Stereotypes  in  a  global  context: The
colonizers  have  created  a  hierarchy  between
colonized  people  (i.e.  people  from  the  Global
South)  as  inferior  and  colonizers  (i.e.  people

from  the  Global  North)  as  superior.  This
hierarchy  led  to  the  division  of  humanity  by
constructing  “races”.  Marking  a  body  as  e.g.
“black” meant to mark a person as inferior (read
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more about this in the section Race, racism and
whiteness). This was abused by colonizers as an
excuse for the atrocities of colonialism. People
of  colour  were  enslaved,  mistreated,
systematically  killed,  manipulated,  dominated
and thrown off their land.

Stereotypes  from  colonialism  are  still  present
today  and  they  work  along  the  same  power
structures. Negative, patronizing and simplifying
stereotypes are usually assigned to the so-called
“South”.  We  can  identify  lots  of  opposite
features  that  are  associated  either  with  the
Global North or the Global South:

developed ↔ underdeveloped
rational ↔ emotional
order ↔ chaos
adult ↔ child
rich ↔ poor

urban ↔ rural
technological ↔ natural

healthy ↔ sick
modern ↔ traditional
civilised ↔ wild / authentic

white ↔ black
superior ↔ inferior
North ↔ South

Volunteers  know  these  stereotypes  from  the
images, stories and concepts they have learned
from their childhood on. They might be unable
to  differentiate  the individual  from the Global
South from the stereotype. This is what we call
“bias”. The othering and stereotyping that come
out  of  this  bias  creates  an  imbalance  in
volunteering  and  makes  it  impossible  to  work
“with” the target group, not “for” them. People
from the Global South are objectified along the

stereotypes they are supposed to represent.
This  should  be  reflected  on  as  it  blocks
intercultural exchange and learning if people do
not  perceive  each  other  on  the  same  level.
Volunteers  should  be  able  to  identify
stereotypes like this and become aware of the
power structures they come from. They should
be  able  to  deconstruct  these  stereotypes  and
should  be  able  to  see  that  reality  is  not  as
simple  as  these  simplifications  make  it  seem
like.

These  stereotypes  are  not  only  present  in
countries that have colonized. Since colonialism
had  effects  in  every  country  in  the  world  by
shaping  global  trade  and  global  society  in  a
certain  way,  the  power  structures  that  came
with it were reproduced everywhere. Countries
can never have been colonizers and still be part
of  the  “Global  North”,  because  they  profited
from  colonialism.  They  have  taken  over  the
ideological  foundations  of  colonialism.  This
means: If you are living in a country that did not
have a colonial history that does not mean you
are exempt from this.  Think about the images
you have  learned about  Africa,  Asia  and Latin
America  and  how  these  continents  were
(mis)represented  in  your  education  and  your
society.  You  are  still  part  of  the  dominant
“North”  and  therefore  the  dominance
relationship of today is the same.

The  main  message  before  leaving  should
therefore be: The place you are going to and its
people  are  much  more  than  the  stereotypes
that  you have seen and heard.  Find out more
about the variety of the place you are going to.

Methods:
→ World Maps
→ Stereotypes about “us”
→ Take a Step Forward / Check your Privilege
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→ Living Pictures
→ Real Pictures
→ Ranking our Bias

Global  Economy: The usual narrative that the
Global  North  tells  about  the  economy  of  the
Global South is that of the donor: out of charity,
rich countries give foreign aid to poor countries.
They help to build schools, wells and hospitals.
In this narrative, poor countries depend on the
benevolent rich countries to help them develop
and  grow  to  maybe  in  a  distant  future  reach
Western  standards.  However,  if  we  want  to
depict  global  injustice as  it  is,  we have to tell
another narrative. The one of how a minority of
people lives on the expense of the majority of
people on our planet. In January 2017, Oxfam
revealed in  a  report  that  eight  men  own  as
much wealth as half the world’s population.

In fact, we live in a neocolonial world order: The
Global  North  massively  exploits  the  natural
resources  of  the  Global  South.  Countries  with
rich resources (such as e.g. Niger or Congo) do
not  benefit  from  the  wealth  of  the  mining
products  their  countries  export.  Instead,
multinational  corporations  from  the  Global
North exploit  these resources at  low cost  and
leave  massive  environmental  and  social
problems behind.

Every year, $136 billion in foreign aid is given by
donor  countries  to  aid-receiving  countries.
However, developing countries have to pay back
debts  of  $600 billion every year.  For  example,
between 2002 and 2007,  developing countries

lost $2.8 trillion to rich countries in that way. At
the same time, Western corporations active in
the Global South massively avoid taxes by saving
their  money  in  offshore  tax  havens,  not  even
paying  for  the  externalities  in  health,
environment  and  other  areas  that  they  cause
through their actions.

Western  countries  not  only  exploit,  they  also
define  what  comes  on  the  agenda  of  global
institutions.  Global  economic  institutions  like
the World Trade Organisation (WTO), the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
are dominated by Western countries, setting up
an economic structure that benefits those that
are already best off.

When  looking  at  the  economy  in  this  way,
foreign aid seems like a superficial farce. Jason
Hickel gives some suggestions what we could to
fight  this  unfair  system:  “Poor  countries  don’t
need charity.  They need justice.  And justice is
not difficult  to  deliver.  We could write off the
excess debts of poor countries, freeing them up
to spend their money on development instead
of  interest  payments  on  old  loans;  we  could
close  down  the  secrecy  jurisdictions,  and  slap
penalties  on  bankers  and  accountants  who
facilitate illicit outflows; and we could impose a
global  minimum  tax  on  corporate  income  to
eliminate  the  incentive  for  corporations  to
secretly shift their money around the world.”

Methods:
→ World Lunch
→ World in Chairs

Resources:
Hans  Rosling:  200  Years,  200  Countries,  4
Minutes
Liv Strömquist’s comic “  End Extreme Wealth”
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Travelling is a privilege that only a minority of
people on the planet can afford. There are lots
of  economic  and  political  reasons  that  make
some  people  stay  at  home  and  make  others
explore.

One  reason  is  money.  Most  countries  in  the
Global North have the privilege of having stable
enough  economies  and  strong  enough
currencies  to  allow  people  to  have  a  higher
purchasing power in the Global South without
spending  vast  amounts  of  money  there.   You
might  think  it  is  cheap  somewhere,  but  this
strongly depends on the economic background
of  your  family,  your  income  class  and  your
country. Other circumstances such as family life,
disabilities or  not  enough vacation time might
hinder other people to not go travelling at all or
to different locations than from one end of the
planet to another.

Political  borders  are  a  big  topic  here.  People
from  the  Global  North  might  travel  in  a  very
low-budget  way  by  couchsurfing,  volunteering
and  hitchhiking,  but  even  then  there  are
privileges beyond the sheer economic situation
that  enables  them  to  travel.  With  exceptions,
people in the Global North have more freedom
to move across borders than most people in the
Global  South.  They  have  more  powerful
passports:  In 2017,  German citizens can travel
without visa to 158 countries, Pakistani citizens
only to 26 countries.
This gets especially absurd when lots of people
from the Global  South are denied entrance to
the Global North for legit reasons such as fleeing
from war and prosecution.

Even the way people travel to the Global South
is a privilege. Going from Europa to Africa, South
America and Asia (but also Australia for example
and more and more often also within Europe)

usually  happens  on  airplanes.  Planes  are
massive omitters of greenhouse gasses such as
CO2 into the atmosphere and can account to big
parts  of  individual’s  ecological  footprint.
Estimations  are  that  only  2-3  of  the  world’s
population flies every year and  only 5% of the
world’s  population has  ever  flown  (in  2004).1

However, the problem is not the individuals, but
the system as a whole that exploits one part of
the  planet  on  behalf  of  another:  80%  of
greenhouse  gas  emissions  are  caused  by  only
20% of the world’s population, a big amount by
very few of the richest. Climate change impacts
are  hardest  in  countries  and  peoples  in  the
Global South such as Bangladesh or Small Island
States in the Pacific. They often don’t have the
adequate  political  and  economic  means  to
mitigate climate change impacts and have to live
with  consequences  of  the  lifestyle  of  a  few.
Several articles call this relation “CO2lonialism”.

1 Adequate numbers are difficult to calculate here, thus
hard to find. Please get back to us, if you find a 
trustworthy source.
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SENSITIVE AND CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES IN THE PREPARATION
Pre-departure trainings should talk about issues that are perceived as sensitive or controversial
and give the volunteers a differentiated picture of issues they might face or expect to face on an
individual level.

Race,  racism  and  whiteness: What  does  it
mean  to  be  “white”,  in  a  local  and  a  global
context,  and what are the differences to what
we perceive as “black”? It is important to make
volunteers  reflect  on  race  in  the  preparation.
Racism stems from  Colonial  History.  European
colonizers created a hierarchy among humanity,
using “science” to justify it.  Racism didn’t  end
with colonialism, but continues as a system of
oppression  that  still  divides  people  into  those
who have colonized and those who have been
colonized.  The  structural  implementation  of
racism today is widespread and happens often
unconsciously.  People  with European colonizer
traits are considered “white”, while people with
traits that are assigned to the former colonies
are  considered  as  the  “others”,  as  people  of
colour  (e.g.  “black”).  White  people  were
considered  superior  in  power,  knowledge  and
basically every aspect. This was used as a means
to justify the use of violence over those people
they abused, enslaved, exploited and colonized.
This structural division of people by creating a
hierarchy is why we talk about Global North and
Global South not as geographical  terms: white
people living in Namibia are considered Global
North, while aboriginal peoples in Australia are
considered Global South.

The privilege of whiteness has prevailed. White
people are still globally privileged on a political,
economic, social and cultural level. Whiteness is
often upheld as a standard to be reached, while
people  of  colour  are  oppressed,  marginalized
and discriminated on a global  level.  There are

for instance beauty standards in some countries
that value a light skin color more.

White  volunteers  from  the  Global  North
travelling to the Global South might experience
a  backlash  to  these  global  stereotypes,
stemming  from  centuries  of  colonial  violence
and  from  an  ongoing  system  of  exploitation.
White  volunteers  might  be  perceived  as
signifiers of global injustice. White people might
be reduced to their whiteness. Even if a white
person  might  not  be  rich  for  instance,  they
might  be perceived as  rich.  In societies where
whiteness  is  a  minority,  white  people  may be
called out on the street for  being white.  They
might feel uncomfortable in some situations.
We  don’t  feel  we  can  give  a  general
recommendation on how white volunteers can
react  in  these  situations,  as  it  is  strongly
dependent  on  the  individual  situation.
Volunteers  should  be  sensitive,  look  both  on
their own needs and the context in which they
are in. We encourage to reflect on the structural
and global  processes that racism is  embedded
in.  We encourage volunteers  to reflect  on the
global  context  of  situations,  in which they are
reduced to their whiteness, are discriminated or
feel uncomfortable.

Non-white  people  living  in  the  Global  North
going to the Global South (e.g. a Japanese going
to Colombia, a black person from France going
to  Thailand)  might  face  different  and  specific
forms  of  racism  than  the  ones  we  have
described above.
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Resources:  We recommend  open discussions  around  this  topic.  Be  aware  to  not  rush  the
discussion and to take enough time to go deep into the topic. You could start with an input such
as a short film, a video or articles on the topic, such as:

• YouTube video series “MTV Decoded” by Franchesca Ramsey, which deals with issues of
race and racism in a short and poignant way:

• YouTube video “White Fetish” by the artist group Dark Matters making fun of stereotypes
towards “progressive, liberal white people”

• Guinness commercial “MadeofBlack” celebrating blackness 

Money  and  transparency: Some  volunteers
are questioning, where the money they pay for
their voluntary service actually goes to. This is
not  an  issue  that  specifically  concerns  SCI
projects in the Global South, but comes up also
very  often  in  the  Global  North.  However,  as
many  of  the  SCI  organisations  in  the  Global
South depend on incoming fees by volunteers to
run their offices, SCI organisations in the Global
North  usually  finance  themselves  by  charging
their outgoing volunteers. This is why this topic
might  be  perceived  an  important  thing  to
discuss in the prepartion for volunteers going to
the Global South. As sending organizations you
have to be honest about the extra costs,. Money
issues  have  to  be  discussed  openly  and
shouldn’t create dependency or pressure on any
side.  You  as  a  sending  organisation  should
research beforehand what the extra fee is used
for. Is it paid to the receiving organisation or the
local  project  partner?  Is  the  money  used  for
additional  program  (such  as  e.g.  touristic
program  for  the  volunteers)?  What  is  the
obligatory  program?  How  can  the
communication about that be approved?

No  organization  in  our  movement  should  be
based on making profit out of the volunteering-
concept, so the work’s meaning should be the
main target of the projects. If a volunteer feels
that he/ she is just there to pay the fee and not

actually  participating  in  a  meaningful  project
frame, SCI has to investigate this, so during the
training make sure volunteers understand who
their  contact persons in SCI  are and that  they
are  aware  of  the  importance  of  evaluation
during  and  after  their  voluntary  service.
However,  this  is  an  issue  that  doesn’t  only
concern projects in the Global South and should
come up in general.

Volunteers need to be aware that they, coming
from  the  Global  North,  forcefully  sometimes
represent  a  system of  oppression  on  a  global
level  (see:  Global  Economy).  There  might
sometimes be a  difference in  wealth between
the volunteers from the Global  North and the
local  people  in  the  Global  South.  Should
volunteers give money to local people in need?
There are no binding answers to this,  because
every volunteer and every project environment
is different. Sometimes it might be a good idea
to financially support local people and projects,
but  in  situations  like  that,  volunteers  all  the
more need to be aware of the implications of
their  actions.  Giving  money  to  an  individual
does  definitely  not  pay  off the exploitation of
the  Global  South’s  resources  by  the  Global
North.  Individual  action  does  not  replace  the
need to massively rewrite our global economic
system  to  be  more  just.  Volunteers  can  and
should fight injustices  by holding multinational
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corporations  based  in  their  countries  into
account for their exploiting actions.

When talking about this, we need to be aware
of  the  stereotypes  we  reinforce.  Do  we
generalize  the  Global  South  as  poor  and  in

need?  Are  there  poor  people  in  the  Global
North  –  are  there  rich  people  in  the  Global
South? Are we more likely to give to individuals
in  the Global  South than to give  to people  in
need  in  the  Global  North  or  the  other  way
around? Why is that? 

Orphanages: There  is  a  critical  discourse
towards volunteers from the Global North doing
voluntary services in orphanages in the Global
South. The risks for children, when their people
of  reference constantly change,  as well  as the
reports about  orphanages created just  for  the
reason  of  volunteers  coming  there
(„Voluntourism“)  have  entered  the  public
discourse.  The  responsibility  of  the  sending
organisation is  a  good selection of  volunteers,
preparation,  collection of  detailed  reports  and
possibly local police check, if the law allows it.
At the same time the hosting organisation has to
make a selection of reliable partners,  knowing
the background of the partners, and provide a
preparation upon arrival of the volunteers.

The issue of criminal  records was discussed at
our seminar. Are all  volunteers going to global
South  police  checked  by  their  sending
organization?  Are  hosting  organizations
adequately selecting suitable volunteers?

There are different perceptions of childhood in
the  different  countries.  How  do  we  define  an
orphan?  What is an orphans shelter? How can
we be certain that “orphanages” in the Global

South  we  cooperate  with  are  not  promoting
touristic  or  business  agendas  to  suit  the
demands of  Northern volunteers who want  to
work with children? The definition of orphanage
is  not  clear.  It  can  also  be  a  day-shelter  for
children that are not actually „orphans“.

A further challenge is that children can get very
attached to LTVs (emotional impact), but on the
other  hand  sometimes  they  are  necessary  in
addition  to  local  staff  members.  Short-term
volunteering can confuse children, especially if
many people visit  orphanages,  like in Vietnam
where it is typical for local university students to
do activities with children during weekends. One
solution  could  be  to  organize  seasonal
workcamps (Summer-Winter).

There are some points that have already been
discussed  in  the  SCI  network  and  will  be
followed  up  further  by  interested  staff  and
volunteers  in  some  branches  and  at  EPM  in
October  2017.  Descriptions  of  the  camps/LTV
projects  should  be  clear  so  that  does  not
mislead the volunteers.  Common guidelines for
the SCI  network are being created and shared
with all partners and branches.

Gender and Sexualities:  Gender and Sexuality
questions  are  strongly  linked  to  the  topics
culture, religion, and also safety. Therefore they
should  be  discussed  during  a  training  for

volunteers. The group did not come up with a
specific approach that could be quoted here and
copied  in  all  South  projects.  The  individual
approach  depends  on  the  person  and  the
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destination.  It  is  important  to  keep a  balance
between not giving up your own sense of self,
but at the same time respecting local  customs
and culture.

It is important to discuss possible situations, in
which volunteers observe oppression depending
on gender or sexuality. It is important to reflect
the bias  that  may lie  behind observations like

that: Is there oppression based on gender and
sexuality  in  my  home  country  as  well?  One
advice is to get volunteers in contact with local
civil  society  and  human  rights  organisations
working  with  the  issue,  making  the  voices  of
local activists louder rather than reinforcing the
postcolonial  image  of  a  “developed”  person
from the Global North being a moral authority.

Violence:  How  should  volunteers  react  to
violence  they  observe?  There  cannot  be  a
general way on what to do, if you see violence
happening  in  any  country  or  situation,  e.g.
domestic violence or violence in the work with
children.  Sometimes,  interfering  can  make  it
worse  by  provoking  stronger  violence  in  your
absence,  and sometimes “privileged westerns”

have to question their own motives to interfere
or  “tell  everybody  what  is  right  or  wrong”
(feelings of superiority and cultural concepts).

Still,  there should be a discussion about it.  Be
careful  not  to  impose  your  own  cultural
concepts  and to  choose the right  moment for
discussion.  The  discussion  could  be connected
to the one about “gender and sexualities”.

Security:  It  is  important  to  make  clear  to
volunteers  in  pre-departure  trainings  how  to
research  the  local  and  regional  political
situations where they are travelling to in order
to  keep  themselves  safe.  Make  sure  not  to
generalize. Don’t downscale, but don’t scare too
much  either.  Don’t  believe  in  rumours  or  the
public  image,  as  media  can  exaggerate  a
situation.  Do  not  rely  on  official  websites
(governments  etc.)  alone,  diverse  sources  and
contact with project partners are essential. The
sending organisation should be sure to facilitate

this contact.

How to address this: One method could be to
connect volunteers who have been to a country
or  camp  before  already  with  new  volunteers
(e.g.  in  a  Human  Library  with  former
volunteers).

You can talk about concerns around this in an
individualized way, such as: Am I aware that I am
perceives as rich? Should I wear a ring to look
married?

Health: Some future volunteers will contact you
to  talk  about  health.  Many  times  they  are
worried  about  going  to  countries  where
diseases exist that do not exist to that extent in
their  home country.  Common images are  that

STIs like Hepatitis and HIV are far more spread,
countries  in  the  Global  South  are  generally
represented as unhygienic, with bad water etc.
While this fear is often founded on facts like HIV
rates, Malaria, Zika etc., it is as well based on a
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generalized  idea  about  the  “South”  and  not
about  the  specific  destination  of  the  journey
and  the  stereotype  that  in  the  area  of  the
project  the  volunteers  would  not  be  able  to
receive medical care.

In  the  training  we  therefore  suggest  you  to
encourage participants to research the specific
place  they  are  going  to:  Are  they  going  to  a
remote location in Togo or to a project in the
modern city of Mexico City? What diseases are
wide spread in the area they are going to? E.g.
in  some  areas  of  Mexico  you  run  the  risk  of
Malaria and in other  s   not. How easy would it be
to receive quality medical treatment where I am
going? How well is the health care structured?

The  main  aim  of  this  activity  is  to  make  the
participants  understand  that  going  to  the
“South” does not mean that there will  not be
doctors and that you will get sick. At the same
time  this  does  not  mean  though  that  they
should  be  careless.  Make  sure  they  take  the
time to check what vaccinations and medication
they need to have before leaving or what they
need to  take  with  them.  One  way  to  support
volunteers  might  also  be  to  suggest  them  to
contact an expert and that can support them in
preparing the details.  Ideally there are experts
that discuss prevention medication (like in the
case of Malaria) with the volunteers. SCI Austria
for  example  recommends  an  Institute  for
tropical medicine in Vienna.

Sustainability  and  environmental  issues:
Lots  of  countries  and  societies  in  the  world
don’t  have  good  enough  regulations  around
environmental  issues  such  as  recycling,  air
quality,  waste  prevention or  the  protection  of
wild life. This is why volunteers might find some
regulations  in  their  countries  of  destination
lacking in comparison to their home countries.
There  are  flip  sides  to  this:  The  air  quality  in
Chinese  cities  might  at  least  in  parts  be  bad,
because  Europe  outsourced  big  parts  of  its
manifacturing industry to China. Lots of wild life
(such  as  rainforests  or  marine  areas)  is
destroyed in the Global South through the big
consumption demand coming from the Global
North.

And  the  big  picture  looks  very  different:  The
countries  of  the  Global  North  are  causing
climate change by living vastly beyond the limits
of  the  planet.  Overconsumption  and  the
continued burning of fossil  fuels are massively
driven  by  the  Global  North,  while  the  Global

South  has  less  possibilities  to  adapt  its
infrastructure  to  the  upcoming  changes  and
mostly has to deal with climate change’s worst
consequences such as floods, droughts, extreme
weather, landslides and rising sea levels. It is a
sensitive topic, if an individual from the Global
North demands a society in the Global South to
be more sustainable, when the Global North is
the one with the most unsustainable lifestyles.

How to adress this: The ecological footprint and
the consumption footprint give a good indicator
of  how  much  countries  are  contributing  to
climate  change.  We recommend WWF’s  Living
Planet Report for more information. Sweden for
example has  very good regulations concerning
waste  management  and  protection  of  wildlife
and  has  received  a  “green”  image  for  its
comparably  progressive  climate  policies.
However,  in  2012,  Sweden  had  one  of  the
highest  consumption  footprints  in  the  world
(see Living Planet Report 2016).
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Resources:
→ The Climate for Peace Toolkit (2014) includes lots of methods and information on how to
address this, relating climate change to global justice.

Humour:  When stereotypes are used in jokes,
the  line  between  offending  and  making
someone  laugh  is  not  always  easy  to  know.
Humour  can  harm  and  exploit  people  or
situations.  Even when people laugh,  that  does
not  mean  that  a  joke  was  harmless  for  the
person  laughing  or  other  people.  This  is
especially important to be aware of when in an
intercultural  setting.  As  Franchesca  Ramsey
makes  clear    in  this  video,  racist  jokes  are  not
just  offensive,  they  are  oppressive.  The  same
applies  to  jokes  about  other  groups  that  may
have less power in society than the group you
belong to.

It  is  important  to  make  a  distinction  here
between  irony  and  self-irony.  In  many  cases
oppressed groups use stereotypes to joke about
themselves. This can be intentional and used as
a weapon in social struggles and/or activism to
subvert stereotypes. It can also be unintentional
and thus becomes a central survival strategy to
cope with systemic oppression (Internalisation).
This  self-irony therefore can be positive,  while
using the stereotype from outside of the social
group  is  not.  However,  in  regards  to
internalisation, it could be useful to reflect upon
your reaction, whether you laugh or not,  each

time somebody jokes  about  a  stereotype they
have been assigned. Is it in a setting where this
self-irony may be used to make fun of people in
power or is it a setting where somebody from a
marginalised  group  may  feel  afraid  of  being
considered  “oversensitive”  if  they  don’t  make
these  jokes?  This  is  of  course  difficult  to
determine but is something to keep in mind.

We cannot and do not want to tell volunteers to
stop  using  humour  based  on  stereotypes,  but
we  should  ask  them  to  be  aware  of  what
stereotype  they  are  reproducing  and  where
does  it  come  from?  Could  they  be  offending
someone (present or not present)?

How  to  address  this:  You  could  introduce  the
topic by talking about privilege (e.g. using Take a
Step Forward or the Gallery of Privileges) and its
connection to stereotypes. Let the participants
exchange  about  what  stereotypes  exist  about
themselves, whether they themselves have used
these stereotypes in jokes and whether others
have. Make sure they reflect on how these jokes
made them feel  and let them discuss whether
these  feeling  would  be  different,  if  the  jokes
would have been made by someone with more
social and cultural power in society.

Language and Pictures: In the section External
Communication we  talked  about  how
organisations  in  the  Global  North  should  be
critical  when  picturing  and  talking  about  the
Global South. It is important to address this with
volunteers  during  preparation  as  well.  Posting

pictures and status updates of  one’s  life  are a
source  of  validation  and  recognition  in  social
media.  However,  images  and  language  can
reinforce existing global power structures. They
can  help  to  stabilize  these  power  structures
instead of challenging them. What pictures do I
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take?  What  pictures  do  I  publish?  What
stereotypes do I reinforce with my pictures and
the language that I use? Would you take such a
picture  in  your  country?  Would  you  use  this
language to describe your own society?
There is an issue with privacy regarding taking
photographs and what we use the images for. Is
there  consent?  A  classic  example  are  pictures
that  show  a  white  volunteers  surrounded  by
non-white children. There appears to be a clear
power imbalance between volunteers  that  are

portrayed as “the hero”, “giving” or in a “higher
position” because of their education and where
they are from.

We find it important to encourage volunteers to
contradict  stereotypes,  to  let  locals  speak  for
themselves and to give a complex picture of the
historical, political, social and economic context.
SCI plans to create an ethical  code of conduct
for volunteers going from the Global  North to
the Global South.

Methods:
→ Real Pictures
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EVALUATION AND INVOLVEMENT

Preparing a volunteer and evaluating with a  volunteer have the same essential  importance in
ensuring that a volunteer will grow during and from their experience. The learning process of a
volunteer exchange is not complete without an intense evaluation and reflection. Therefore we
recommend  to  make  evaluation  meetings  mandatory  for  volunteers  you  send  on  exchanges
abroad, especially if you send volunteers from the Global North to the Global South. This meeting,
when facilitated well, will give volunteers the opportunity to reflect on the experience made during
the  exchange  and when returning  home.  It  is  also  an  opportunity  to  reflect  again  about  the
content of the preparation training, which might have seemed theoretical for volunteers before
leaving for the exchange and now after the experience can be understood in a better way.

Creating a Concept: In an evaluation meeting it is important that you give the space for:
- Exchange: learning from each other’s experiences and new knowledge/skills/views
- Reflection: What are my main learning points about myself, my context, the place and the

people  I  learned to  know  during  the  exchange?  How am  I  implementing  what  I  have
learned now that I have come back? What could I do different?

- Future:  What  do I  want  to  do with what  I  have  learned?  What  are  my next  steps  in
everyday life or what are my next projects? How do I want to stay involved for this world to
become a better place? Support your volunteers in finding what is the next right step for
them. This is  important for them, and can be a crucial  resource for you to have active
volunteers in your organization.

For this we recommend at least one full day, with some distance to the experience, but not too
much – one to three months seem to be fitting for us. The program of this one day should include
all three of the above mentioned aspects.

A  Red  Threat:  The evaluation meeting should be related directly  to the preparation training.
Some suggestions for making this red thread clear would be to:
- Let participants write a letter to themselves when they are on the preparation training and

let them read this letter during the evaluation (this can also be a nice motivation for the
volunteers to return for the meeting; it does not have to be a letter and can be any kind of
artistic expression)

- Make sure you use new methods, but also use some similar methods or even the same one
in a new way to show them how much they have learned and grown (e.g. the methods
“one step forward” can be used twice and in the second round during the evaluation the
volunteers use as a role someone they met during their journey – see description of the
method)

- Let them draw a story of their experience starting not with the day they left for their trip,
but with the day they decided to go on this exchange and then when they did the training
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Volunteers  don’t  come:  Several  organisations  report  that  they  have  a  lack  of  returning
volunteers  attending  their  evaluation  seminars.  Different  organisations  have  different  ways  of
ensuring that the volunteers take the time to return for this after the exchange, from financial
incentives to persuasion. We do encourage you to make it clear to volunteers from the first contact
on  that  the  evaluation  is  an  integral  part  of  their  experience.  You  can  stress  from  the  very
beginning that preparation and evaluation are just as much parts of the voluntary service as the
volunteering itself. We see a promotion of the voluntary service as a package as a good way.

Resources:  The training manual “What Next?” by Comhlámh in partnership with finep, INEX-SDA
and Volunteering Matters includes lots of input, tools and methods for evaluation seminars for
volunteers from the Global North returning from the Global South.

For sure you have many more ideas! We would be very happy if you could share them with us and
we could include them in the next edition of this manual.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

We believe preparation and evaluation for voluntary services should be done through non-formal
education.2 Non-formal education methods should bring up new questions and make volunteers
think  rather  than  giving  them  pre-designed  sets  of  thoughts.  Learning  can  only  happen,  if
volunteers themselves enter a process of understanding, because they find it meaningful and fun.

Many  methods  can  be  found  online  (see  Further  reading),  but  the  following  are  specifically
suggested by the groups of volunteers and staff present in the two seminars that led to this toolkit.

Overview:
• 47/55/66
• Albatross
• Atom Molecule Debate
• Ball Bearing
• Barnga
• Barometer
• Climate Net
• Colonial products
• Discussion through drama
• Deridian
• Farm Animals
• Fish Bowl
• The Flower of Privileges
• Flying and Peace
• History of Your Name
• The Hot Chair
• Human Library with former volunteers

• Let’s have a look under the T-Shirt
• Living Pictures
• The Marshmallow Challenge
• Pillars of Action
• Multimedia exhibition
• Ranking our Bias
• Reading Articles
• Real Pictures
• Take  a  Step  Forward  /  Check  your

Privilege
• Stereotypes about “us”
• Tell your buddy’s story
• Visual Harvesting
• Why do people flee their country?
• World in Chairs
• World Lunch
• World Maps
• YouTube Party

2 For general information about non-formal education please check the No More War toolkit: http://www.no-more-
war.net/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/NMW-tool-kit_2012_final-version.pdf
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History of my Name
Diviide participants in small groups of 2-4 people and ask them to 
discuss 6 topics about their name:

 How do you properly pronounce your name?
 Why did your parents choose your name?
 Have you ever changed it?
 What does it mean?
 What experiences do you have with your name?
 Which pronoun do you prefer?

In the end you can ask participants, if there is any interesting fact 
facts that they learned about each other and if someone would like 
to share with the group.
If the group is very small you can ask them to share in the plenary
instead of dividing them in small groups.

There will be different experiences with names in the group. Some
people  will  have  been  bullied  because  of  their  name  or  have
wanted to change it or actually changed it. You can relate the game
also to microaggressions that people of colour and migrants face in
Western societies, e.g. by showing the MTV Decoded video “Just try
saying my name right!”.

Aim: Getting to know each other

Time: 20 min

Group size: Any

When in 
the 
training?:

Beginning

Materials: / 

Tell your buddy’s story
After forming group of two ask the participants to seat back to back
and start to tell their stories to each other. They can talk about their
life, characteristics and life style.
Finally in circle the people have to tell the story of the related 
partner.

This exercise can be an introduction to a workshop around critical 
storytelling: If a person from the Global North does a voluntary 
service in the Global South, what stories is the person telling? How 
do you retell something you’re told? What do you emphasize? 
What don’t you emphasize?

Aim: Getting to know each other

Time: 20 min

Group size: Any

When in the 
training?:

Beginning

Materials: /

The Marshmallow Challenge

Aim: Group work, team building Each group of four people will receive the same materials (see on
the left). The facilitator will take the time, which is 18 minutes. The
task  is  to  build  a  construction  standing  on  its  own  as  high  as
possible. The marshmallow has to be on the top. The group that
built the highest construction that does not fall , wins.

After the time is over the facilitator will ask each of the groups to
describe  the  way  they  worked  together,  e.g.  ”did  everyone
contribute the same amount?”, ”Did someone take the lead?”.
The facilitator can also share his/her observations.

Time: 30 min

Group size: 8 people or more

When in the 
training?:

Beginning

Materials: for each group of  4 people 20
sticks  of  spaghetti,  1  meter  of
tape,  1  meter  of  string,  1
marshmallow
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Farm Animals

Aim: setting the mood for a deeper 
discussion around exclusion and
discrimination/othering

Make the participants stand in a circle and let them know that each 
one of them will receive a paper that they only can read. They 
cannot show it to anyone else. If they do not understand the word 
written on it they have to ask only you or your colleagues for 
support.

Then you give each one of the participants a paper, let them look at
it and then close their eyes and keep them closed. Instruct them to 
be silent until the moment you say “go”. Then they shall make the 
sound of the animal that is written on their paper. They have to 
look for their “friends”, meaning other that make the same noise.
Wait until they have all found each other and only the cat is 
wandering around alone.

Recommendation: make sure you give the cat  to one participant
that is not shy and does not feel excluded from the group.

Participants are asked about their feeling during the task. How did it
feel in the beginning? How did it feel when they found their peers?
How did the cat feel?

Time: 15 min

Group size: 10 – 20 people

When in the 
training?:

As an energizer starting a 
session about Othering or 
power structures

Materials: Animal names written on pieces
of  paper; at  least  3  animal
groups  in  different  sizes,  e.g.
one  cat,  three  monkey,  five
elephants,  six donkey;  you can
be  creative  with  the  animals
you use, but the only one that
always  stays  the  same  is  that
there is only one cat
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World Maps
Divide the group into small groups of 3 people each. Tell them to
together draw a world map in only 2-3 minutes. Tell them to draw
as  much  as  they  can  and  that  they  have  the  freedom  to  add
whatever they feel like.

After the time is over, make a small exhibition of the world maps.
Usually everybody, including the facilitators, is bad at drawing world
maps. Make sure that no one in the group is shamed for their world
map. Both the time pressure and the division into small groups help
for this aspect.

In the debriefing, start a discussion on world map projections. If it
doesn’t come up anyway, explain that world maps are projections
of  a  round  globe  onto  a  plane  space.  The  most  common  map
projection  in  Europe  and  e.g.  the  one  on  Google  Maps  is  the
Mercator projection. In this projection, the Northern Hemisphere is
presented bigger than it  actually is. Greenland for example looks
about the size of Africa. However, Greenland is about as big as the
DR Congo ; Africa is 14 times bigger than Greenland. Our usual map
projection massively  distorts  the actual  size  of  the areas  on our
planet.

Explain that it is arbitrary where the center of a map is. In Europe,
usually Europe is in the upper center of world maps. World map
projections can look very differently.  Show examples of  different
world maps, such as :

• South-up projection   : Shows the Southern Hemisphere in
the upper part of the map (see below).

• Peters projection : Has a much more accurate depiction of
size.

• Narukawa map : Often called a very accurate map.

This  method  shows  that  the  historical  Global  North  didn’t  only
make  itself  the  economic,  political  and  ideological  center  of  the
world, but also the geographical one. Size, centrality and being up
are interpreted as indicators for importance and power.

Aim: Reflection on Eurocentrism and
Bias

Relates to: Bias
Stereotypes in a global context

Time: 30 min – 45 min

Group size: Doesn’t matter

When in the 
training?:

In the middle of the training

Materials: Big papers and pens, laptop for
showing  map  projections  or
printed out map projections

Might be 
useful:

The website  The True Size is a
fun way to find about the actual
size  of  countries  compared  to
the Meractor projection.

The  American  TV  show  West
Wing has a fun scene about the
power  structures  behind  map
projections that you can  watch
on YouTube.
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Ball Bearing
Half of the group will sit in a circle facing towards the inside. The 
second half of the group will sit in an inner circle facing towards the
outer circle. The participants should sit in pairs facing each other.

The discussion will be about a specific defined question in an 
agreed duration of e.g. 3 – 7 minutes. On a signal the inner circle 
will move on one chair clockwise which means that the participants
will face new partners for the discussion every 3 – 7 minutes. 

The partner exchange can be repeated as many times as wished. 
The topic can be chosen freely. It is also possible to use this method
for the introduction phase of a group. A variation of this method 
would be to use a different method for discussion each time after 
switching partners.

Keep in mind as a facilitator: This method doesn’t include to take 
notes. It is thought to be used for a first exchange of ideas or 
discussion on a topic. It should be connected with sessions to 
capture results or collect results at the end of the session.

Connection to other methods: There is a possibility to connect the
ball bearing method e.g. to the Atom-Molecule-Debate to capture
results and outputs.

Aim: Creative Exchange, 
Brainstorming, Discussion

Time: 10 - 20 min

Group size: Min. 8 people

When in the 
training?:

Anytime

Materials: Chairs

Fish Bowl
The participants will be divided into groups of equal size. The 
method starts with a group discussion about a precise defined 
question. Each group will appoint a spokesperson that will 
represent them and the outcomes of their discussion during the 
following debate. 

After exchanging ideas on the topic within a limited period of time 
within the groups the discussion will be set up with an inner and 
outer circle. The inner circle consists of the spokespeople of all 
groups. The others sit behind their representative in the big circle.

It is important that the core rule of this method is that only the 
participants in the inner circle can debate and only questions for 
understanding purposes of mentioned arguments are allowed. If a 
participant in the outer circle wants to be part of the discussion 
he/she needs to give his/her representative a signal and join the 
debate, switching and becoming the representative of his/her 
group in the inner circle. The participants in the inner circle can also
leave the debate for any reason. He/she needs to be substituted by 
one of the group members.

Keep in mind as a facilitator: The participants in the inner circle 
need to speak loud and clearly. The ‘rules’ should be followed 
strictly to keep the flow of the discussion with no disturbance.

Connection to methods: After brainstorming. Capturing results of
the debate afterwards.

Aim: Discussion

Time: 40 min

Group size: Min. 15 people

When in the 
training?:

After brainstorming to move on 
in the discussion and solution 
finding

Materials: Chairs
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Atom Molecule Debate
With this method the participants can exchange ideas in groups 
growing in number.

At the beginning the participants will divide into pairs of 2. They 
spread over the room and start exchanging on the topic for 5 
minutes. Afterwards two pairs join into groups of 4 and exchange 
over the same question for another 5 minutes. After this period 
each group of 4 seeks another group and join into groups of 8 
participants. The groups of 8 discuss on the topic for 10 minutes.

After this session the groups gather the main arguments/results in 
3 – 5 bullet points or statements and decide on a group 
representative.

At the end each representative will present the results in the 
plenary.

This method gives the opportunity of exchange to those who don’t 
want to share their thoughts and ideas in the plenary. The growing 
group size fires up the creativity and gives everybody an equal 
chance of sharing ideas.

Keep in mind as facilitator: It may also help to appoint a moderator 
that follows the discussion of the representatives whenever the 
discussion may move away from the topic, especially as the groups 
get bigger.

Connection to methods: The overall  topic can be deepened after
this  exchange.  To  increase  the  effect  of  this  method  all  the
participants should be broadly informed on the discussion topic.

Aim: Creative Exchange, Discussion, 
Conclusion, Capturing 
ideas/results

Time: 40+ min

Group size: 16/24/32/40 people

When in the 
training?:

After brainstorming to move on 
in the discussion; solution 
finding

Materials: Chairs, paper, pens, board

47/55/66
Every time a discussion within a bigger group seems to ebb away or 
an agreement on a certain question is necessary this very short 
method helps a lot. 

The plenary is divided into little groups of 4/5/6 participants that sit
next to each other. The small groups discuss on a certain period a 
precise question for 5/6/7 minutes. Every group stays in the room 
to not disturb the concentration within the plenary and this also 
creates an atmosphere of voices which helps the unsure 
participants to feel protected to mention a certain 
argument/thought within the small groups.

The outcomes of the smaller discussions can then be brought back
to the plenary to reach a common outcome.

Aim: Creative Exchange, Discussion

Time: 5/6/7 min

Group size: 4/5/6 people

When in the 
training?:

During a group debate

Materials: Chairs
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The Hot Chair
Two chairs are facing each other. The person on one chair always
has to argue in favour of a statement, the person on the other has
to  argue  against  it.  It  is  essential  for  this  method  that  the
participants  don’t  argue  according  to  their  own  opinion  but
according to the chair they are sitting on. All the other participants
sit in a circle around the two chairs. Once another person wants to
join in on the discussion, they switch places with one person from
the chair by tapping them on the shoulder. To keep this method
interesting,  the facilitator can put contradictory statements open
for discussion, so the two people discussing are forced to change
their line of arguments and have to argue the exact opposite with
the next statement.

The advantage of this method is that participants can step out of
their own opinion and take the perspective of someone else. They
can find quality arguments for any side. However, there is a danger
that  the  group  makes  fun  of  positions  that  some people  in  the
group might have.

Some example statements for both The Hot Chair and Barometer
are below. It is important that you pick statements that you think fit
the level of the group and that you come up with new statements
yourself.  The statements  should  make the participants think and
give them no clear right and wrong.

Aim: Reflection on power structures
and  volunteering,  fostering
discussions

Relates to: Motivations and expectations

Time: 45 min – 90 min

Group size: 10 to 25 people

When in the 
training?:

In the middle of the training

Materials: A chair for everyone

 
Example statements:

• I can change global injustice more effectively
by working against capitalism and systematic
oppression of the Global South here in the 
Global North rather than doing a voluntary 
service

• In every situation just because I’m a rich 
person, I’m privileged

• Volunteering in the Global South maintains a
relation between privileged and oppressed

• Part of the experience of volunteering in the 
Global South is to get to know poverty and 
global injustice

• I’m special, because I’m a volunteer.
• I’m going abroad to help.
• My voluntary service will mostly benefit 

myself.
• Volunteering looks good on my CV.

• Volunteers take away local people’s work.
• Volunteersare being exploited for their 

cheap workforce.
• Workcamps are tourism.
• Volunteering in my home country makes less

sense than volunteering in the Global South.
• Volunteering in my home country is boring.
• The poorer a country the more it makes 

sense to volunteer there.
• Volunteers spread world peace.
• I want to volunteer as far away as possible 

from my home country.
• Every reproduced stereotype is a bad thing.
• Volunteers represent their country, when 

they do a voluntary service abroad.
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Stereotypes about “us”
Start this session with a short introduction about what stereotypes
are. Divide the participants in groups of 3 or 4. Give all groups the
same  task:  research  stereotypes  that  exist  about  groups  they
belong to (e.g. their nationality) online and collect them on a sheet
of paper.  Tell them to for example put in Google search “Austrians
are” and see what Google lists as suggestions. In case you do not
have  internet  access  let  them  think  about  the  stereotypes  they
have heard and collect them.

Debriefing:
- How did it go?
- Did you find any stereotypes that surprised you?
- Would you say some of these apply or don’t apply?

In most cases participants will be rather vague here and they will
say that they are partly true, but don’t apply to everyone. They will
be more likely to accept those they consider as positive.

- Do you have stereotypes of the places you are going?
- If stereotypes about your own country are not all true, do

you  think  those  stereotypes  you  have  will  apply  to
everyone you meet there?

- How can you deal with your own stereotypes? 

Variation  /  Addition: Give the participants the task to research
stereotypes about their home country while they are away for the
volunteering project and travelling. They should collect them in a
list and ask people they meet. This can be used as a reflection point
during the evaluation, questioning again how much truth can be in
a stereotype and how one can always reflect them.

Aim: Reflect on Stereotyping

Relates to: Stereotypes in a global context

Time: 20 – 30 min

Group size: any

When in the 
training?:

Anytime

Materials: Papers and pens
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Why do people flee their 
country?

Icebreaker: Taking by surprise (10 min.)

The trainer  enters  the room without  greeting anyone or  acknowledging
their  presence  and  distributes  the  asylum  application  forms  (Annex  2:
Asylum  applications).  From  this  moment  on  the  trainer  ignores  all
questions and only speaks to them in a foreign language which will leave
the  participants  confused.  After  a  few  seconds  the  trainer  collects  the
forms. It is important not to smile and to avoid any personal contact while
doing this. While collecting the forms, the trainer should tear apart one of
the participant’s application form pointing out that it is empty and giving
him a gesture to follow him. They leave the room and come back in a few
seconds, this time smiling. 

It is time to switch to the local language and ask the participants how they
felt during this situation (with regards to the behaviour of the trainer, not
understanding the language, not being informed what to do) and if they
could  tell  what  was  going  on  and  with  whom  can  this  happen.  An
explanation can follow on who is to be considered a refugee and how is
this different from a person who is only a migrant.

Activity: Creating the families (30 min)
Creating the families (8 min)
The  trainer  tells  the  participants  that  the  workshop  is  based  on  a
simulation for which they need to be put into groups. After the groups are
formed the groups should be informed that  they will  form families and
family  papers  (Annex  3:  Family  papers)  should  be  distributed.  The
participants should be given the instructions: 

- they  have  to  choose  a  country  of  origin,  which  should  be  a
European country

- choose a last name for the family

- distribute the roles within the family among themselves

- look at the family characteristics and familiarize with them

Source:

Amnesty volunteer Dóra 
adapted the workshop for this 
toolkit.

Aim: Sensitizing towards refugees; 
Understanding why they are fleeing
their country of origin; Emphasizing
the interconnectedness of the 
world

Time: 45-60 min

Group size: ?

Materials: Computer,  Asylum  application
forms  for  each  participant
(Annex 2: Asylum applications),
Family papers (Annex 3: Family
papers),  Video  “When  you
don’t  exist”,  Projector,  World
map

After a few seconds the trainer asks the families to think about how they would spend a simple Sunday afternoon. Then out of a

sudden we hear shootings (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uy4U33TfuWk). You let them know that military
forces attacked Europe and they want the local people to get into their service. As a supplement the trainer tells the families that
the occupying forces are the joint militaries of the US and Canada. 
Then the families have 5 minutes to decide what they are going to do. Will they flee the country? If yes, where do they want to go,
how will they get there and what will they take with themselves, each person can bring one thing. 
Placing a map on the tables or projecting one on the wall could be useful.
While they are discussing their plan, going around and asking them about the details could shade light on difficulties. That we don’t
know how long the conflict will  last,  what happens if they run out of money, whether they took enough medication or what
happens if their cell phones need to be charged, if certain documents would be required to be able to proof their knowledge etc.
Once they are ready, ask each family to present their plan. Ask questions/ refer to details which highlight the potential difficulties
when having to leave everything behind.
Ask them what do they expect when entering the destination country (if they manage to reach it). Refer back to the beginning of
the workshop when receiving the asylum application forms.

Another family that had to escape
Show them the video which will demonstrate a possible scenario 
(hhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_OUpsWCvE38) 
After the video the discussion can start referring to the video, based on the following questions:

- What did you feel?

- Did you see anything unusual?

- Why were they treated like that, did they do anything wrong?

- Did they have any other chance than fleeing their country?

- When imagining how you would be treated when reaching your destination country, did it meet your expectations what
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you have just seen? etc.

Debriefing (10-15 min)
Questions should follow with regards to the opportunities a family would have in the destination country. (They can work in small
groups in order to give more space for comments or the whole group together.)

- Would they have the same life standards or what if they are denied to enter the country? 

- Refer to their expectations and emphasize that those people who have to flee their countries are probably starting their
journey with similar hopes. 

- Ask them what would they expect from the destination country if they were in the place of the refugees. etc.
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Discussion through drama
Agreement
Before starting with the drama session it is helpful to come to an
agreement  that  when  taking  a  tool  (such  as  a  scarf,  jacket  etc.)
while in a role it is used to distinguish oneself from that role that
the person is portraying. 
It  is  also necessary to clearify that when someone does not feel
comfortable he/she always has the right to step out and express
this. 

Warm up methods
It is important to invest enough time on the warm up and the group
building activities to create a safe space for the participants to feel
comfortable enough to express themselves through drama.  

Mirror movement: 
The  group  members  stand  in  a  circle.  One  person  starts  with  a
movement and the person standing next to him or her will  copy
that movement, which then will be passed on. Once the movement
has gone around this process can be repeated as many times as
wanted. The action can also be combined with a sound and every
time it’s passed on it increases on energy (watch link below). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWPiYksnKLI 

Aim: can be used for any topic of
choice  (e.g.  sustainable
development goals)

Time: 1.5 – 3h

Group size: 10 – 25 people

When in 
the 
training?:

This  method  is  more
successful  when  the  group
members already know each
other.

Materials: Depending on what  topic  is
being  discussed  it  can  be
useful  to  have  short  videos
or pictures that relate to that
topic. 

Name movement game:
One of the group members says her or his name and at
the same time makes  a  movement,  which  then  will  be
repeated by all group members. This activity will continue
until  all  group  members  have  said  their  name  with  a
movement  (watch  link  below).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=AcIZyuOTe5w 

Electric pulse game
The group stands in a circle and all members hold hands.
One  person  starts  by  pressing  one  hand  of  a  person
standing  next  to  her  or  him.  This  action  of  pressing
someone’s hand is passed on to the person, who’s hand
got  pressed.  This  person  can  then  decide  to  continue
passing it on in the same direction or if he or she wants to
change the direction.  This  game is  especially  useful  for
concentration and has a calming effect. 

I am, I will take 
The group stands in a circle. One person starts by standing
in a circle and says: “I am…(e.g. a tree.)” Then connecting
to what is being portrayed another person can join in and
say “I  am…(e.g.  a bird)”.  This  process  can be continued
until no one is adding to the “picture” or, to give it more
structure,  here  can  be  the  rule  that  not  more  then  3
people are allowed to create a picture. When the picture
is made the first person who stepped into the circle says:
“I am a (e.g.  a tree) and I will  take (e.g.  the bird).” The
person impersonating the in this case bird will step out of

the  centre  and  also  stop  being  part  of  the  action.
Depending on what the third member is portraying a new
picture/  story  can  be  created.  It  is  important  that  the
energy level is kept up in this game which means once the
energy goes down another “picture” is created. 

Everyone is …
In  this  game the participants  walk around in  the space
provided  and  every  time  someone  says:”  Everyone  is
jumping”, the other participants have to act out the action
that  was  mentioned.  During  this  activity  it  is
recommendable to encourage the participants be creative
and come up with different activities.

Walking in space 
For this activity there should be enough space provided
for  the  participants  to  walk  around.  It  starts  with  the
facilitator asking to touch different items (e.g. something
red,  something  soft,  something  hard,  something  small).
After  that  the  group  members  are  asked  to  find  eye
contact with another person and keep that eye contact for
a few seconds and then continue walking and repeat the
same  thing.  From  the  eye  contact  the  participants  are
then asked to greet someone without touching the other
person (in  international  seminar  one could  also ask the
participants to greet one another in their own language).
As  a  last  step  the  participants  are  asked  to  greet  each
other with a physical contact (e.g. hand shake, hug). 
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Introduction to the topic
Once  the  warm  up  process  is  completed  the  topic  of
discussion can be introduced. It can be of use to introduce
these topics through visuals such as photos or videos. On
the  topic  of  sustainable  global  goals  this  would  be  a
suitable  video  to  show:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mjl4t0-
AmKg
For further information on sustainable development goals
check out the link below:  
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/sust
ainable-development-goals.html 
After having introduced the 17 goals  and after showing
the video each participant is asked to choose one of the
goals that is important to him or her. 
The group is then divided into smaller groups where they
can  discuss  the  goals  that  they  chose  and  as  a  group
choose one goal that they then want to present as a still
or a living picture. They can either portray what the goal is
about or show what a solution of the goal could be using
all their bodies or just some of them. These can be frozen
in  only  one image,  or  the image can  move.  It  is  up  to
facilitator which of those to use or whether to combine

them. 

Further steps
As a further step these still or living pictures can be used
in public spaces or campaigns to raise awareness on the
topic discussed, which in this example was the sustainable
development goals. 

 Connecting methods
 Still picture
 Living picture

Keep in mind as a facilitator 
It  is  important  to  invest  enough  time  for  the  group
building  process  and  to  create  a  safe  space  where  the
participants  feel  comfortable.  When  not  knowing  the
group members  well  enough it  is  not  recommended to
address to controversial subjects as first and foremost it is
important  for  the  participants  to  expose  themselves
without feeling exposed. 

For more theatre activities we can recommend this book:
https://books.google.it/books/about/Games_for_Actors_
and_Non_actors.html?id=AE2aBAQZKKYC&redir_esc=y 
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Simulation games

Simulation games on  reflecting observation,  judgement  and stereotyping  can  be useful  in  the
preparation  of  volunteers.  The  following  two  games  work  with  stereotypes  and  intercultural
communication. They challenge the participants to question them in their understanding of what
they consider “normal behavior”, e.g. shaking hands to greet. Particpants judge situations based
on their own biases, e.g. a woman with a scarf around her head is always oppressed. Attention: A
criticism of these games is that they overemphasize differences rather than similarities. Through
the focus on how cultures differ rather than how they are similar, “intercultural communication” is
perceived as a form of othering. We decided to include the methods in the toolkit, but encourage
you to reflect carefully what you want to reach with these games and whether you think they are
beneficial or harmful.

Simulation games like this should be debriefed carefully. When debriefing these games, make sure
your participants understand cultural relativism and how it is important to understand the actions
of one person from the cultural  context the person comes from. Discuss with them their own
limits: what can they accept as actions they usually would not like, because they are seen different
in another cultural context? What can they not accept? E.g. will the women accept only working in
the kitchen in a workcamp, because the local camp coordinator thinks it’s the only appropriate task
for them? When volunteering in an international context, it is important to be aware and open,
sometimes  to  adapt  to  the  local  set  of  behaviours.  This  should  be  within  the  personal  limits
though. Note also that just because one decides not to follow one set of local rules does not mean
he or she has to lecture others and has to start pushing others to follow their ideals. One can
respectfully voice an opinion and follow their own approaches without judging others or escalating
a conflict.

Albatross
The following method description has been taken from the Online
Toolkit  “Peace  Bag  for  EuroMed  Youth”  and  has  been  slightly
modified.

Preparation: Ask participants to leave the room while you prepare.
Organise chairs in a circle inside a room. Have a male facilitator sit
on a chair, and a female facilitator kneel barefoot on the floor next
to him. Let the participants enter the room (the only information
they  are  given  beforehand  is  that  they  are  now  visiting  a  new
culture as guests).

There are three ways of communicating (which are not known to
the  participants  at  the  beginning  of  the  game).
1) “Sssssssss!!!” = negative signal (for incorrect behavior),
2) “Mhmhmhmmmm!!!” = positive signal (for correct behavior),
3) Clicking one’s tongue = an order to do something.

The  activity  could  be  defined  as  follows  (there  are  however  no
limits to being creative!):
Taking her position, the female facilitator signals to the participants
to do the following:
- The female participants should kneel on the floor just like her.

Aim: intercultural learning; 
interpretation of things and 
behaviours we observe in a new
place; complexity of cultures

Time: 1h – 1½h

Group size: 1 male and 1 female facilitators.
12-15 participants (preferably 
with equal number of males 
and females).

When in the 
training?:

When the group already knows 
each other, already knows SCI’s 
methods and aims

Materials: Chairs  (in  accordance  to  the
number  of  male  participants),
glass  with  water,  pieces  of
bread.
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- The male participants should sit down on the chairs.
- The female participants should take off their shoes.

Welcoming: The male facilitator welcomes the other men by standing up; h asks one man at a time to also stand up.
Then the two men rub their knees together (right knee to right knee). The female leader welcomes the other women,
by making them stand up one at a time and rubbing their legs with their hands from hip to toes.
Drinking water: The female leader walks around and offers water by holding the glass to the mouths of the men to let
them drink, with the women she passes the glass to them and they drink themselves.
Eating bread: The female facilitator walks around feeds the men with the bread (like feeding children) and passes the
bread into the hands of the women for them to eat the bread by themselves.
Choosing a woman: Afterwards both male and female facilitators walk around and look at the feet of the individual
women (they are ehavior to stand up one at a time to have their feet inspected). They choose the woman with the
biggest feet and signal her to take her place (kneeling) on the other side of the chair that the male leader sits on.
Hand on head: The leader places his hands on the heads of the two women kneeling beside him and tilts their heads
gently towards the floor. He motions to the other men to do the same to the women on their sides.

Debriefing:  After the activity is over, ask the participants to go back to their seats and go back to “reality”. Guide
them to evaluate the game by asking questions like:
- Any observations? Did you notice anything in particular?
- What happened? How did the men feel?
- How did the women experience their roles?

Depending on the outcome of the activity, you can also ask the following questions:
- Did most of you immediately assume that the women were being discriminated against? Why did you think this
way. Is this is often the case?
- Can you relate this to what’s happening today?
Examples:
- Pointing out hierarchies: in Europe up = good, in Albatross down = good.
- Do you believe that in a foreign country/culture you would feel like you felt in this game?
- How can we try to find out what the underlying reasons for behavior are if we are not sure of interpreting the
behavior correctly?
- Do you feel similar misunderstandings could happen in a workcamp or LTV?
- How do you think you can avoid them or deal with them?

Deridian
The following method description has been taken from the Toolkit
LEADD by Interfaith Alliance and has been slightly modified.

Divide the participants into 2 mixed gender groups. One group of 
up to 10 people acts as a team of engineers to teach Derdians (local
population) how to build a bridge. 
Each group receives instructions specific to their group: one for 
engineers one for Derdians. They cannot share these instructions 
with the other group! 
Each group prepares in a separate room/area. Give them the time 
to read the instructions and try some of them or collect ideas for 
making the bridge.
When both groups are ready, create two lines with the groups 
facing each other. When you say “go”, they can meet and start their 
project.

Instructions for Deridians: 
The situation: You live in the country of Derdia. Your town is 
separated from the next town by a deep valley. To reach the market
you have to walk 3 days. If you had a bridge across valley you could 

Aim: intercultural dialogue; 
reflection on stereotypes and 
ideas of superiority

Time: 40 – 120 min

Group size: 10-20 people; if you have more 
than 20 participants, some can 
function as observers

When in the 
training?:

When the group already knows 
each other, already knows SCI’s 
methods and aims

Materials: Description  for  Derdians  and
Engineers,  10  sheets  of  heavy
weight  8x10  paper,  Tape,
Scissors, String, Pencils, Ruler, 2
chairs.
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get there in two hours. Your government has contracted with 
foreigners to come and teach you how to built a bridge. The bridge 
will be made of paper, tape and string using scissors, rulers and 
pencils. You know the material but you don’t know anything about 
construction.

Social behavior: The Derdians are used to being very close to each other. Communication doesn’t work without being
very close to the person you are conversing with. Not being very close while talking is considered very rude. If you
join a group conversation you should huddle together. It is also very important that you greet every one when you
meet. Conversation must begin with an introduction: example “I am Jay of Derdia.” If the person doesn’t respond in
kind it is considered rude. (See below) 
Greetings: The Derdians greeting is to touch right elbows with the person they are greeting. Shaking hands is a great
Faux Pas. Derdians are insulted by not being greeted (touching right elbows) or if a person stands too far away in a
conversation. When insulted, Derdians shout loudly. 
YES/NO: Derdians don’t use word “NO”. They always say YES although if they mean “NO”. They shake their head up
and down emphatically while frowning and saying “YES”. 
Work behavior: Tools are gender (or if single gender group divide by 1 and 2) specific: 
Scissors and Rulers can be touched only by men (1) 
Tape and string only by woman. (2) 
Pencils and Paper are neutral. (1&2) 
Foreigners: Derdians like company. But they are very proud of their culture. They expect that foreigners will adapt to
their culture. They behavior is very natural for them that’s why they cannot explain it to the others.

Instruction for Engineers: You are group of engineers in an international company. Your firm has just signed a very
important contract with the government of Derdia to teach Derdians how to build a bridge. You have to make this in a
short time (you’ve got only 30 minutes to teach Derdians how to build a bridge) otherwise the contract will  be
cancelled and you will lose your job. Derdia is very mountainous country and it takes many days for Derdians to go to
the nearest town. With a bridge Derdians could make a trip in 2 hours. But remember you cannot build the bridge
you have to TEACH Derdian how to build it. 

Playing the simulation: 1. Read the instructions carefully and decide together about the way you are going to build
the bridge. 
2. Two members of your team will be allowed to go and make a contact for 3 minutes with the Derdians. 
3. You have 10 minutes to analyze their report. 
4. Then your group goes to Derdians to teach them how to build the bridge. 

The bridge construction: Bridge should link two chairs over a distance 80 cm/31.5 inches. It has to be stable. The
pieces  of  the  bridge  must  be  cut  out  and  assembled  in  Derdia  so  that  the  Derdians  learn  all  stages  of  the
construction. 
Each piece has to be drawn with pencil and ruler and cut out with scissors. 
Discussion of communication challenges. What did you learn about each culture? What assumptions did you make?
What assumptions proved incorrect?

Debriefing: After the participants have left their roles and are back to reality start with asking:
- What happened?
- What surprised you?
- What do you think were the instructions of the other group? 
- Who adapted to who’s behavior? Why?
- Did you manage to build the bridge?
- Did the engineers ever stop to wander whether the locals had some ideas about how to build a bridge in this

specific context? Could that have been useful?
- What have you learned from this for your volunteering experience?

Note: Considering many of the participants of workcamps do not have the education to do the work they will be
doing as volunteers, like farming, child care etc., and if they do they, learned it in a different social and ecological
context, take this chance to reflect on whether the volunteers are going to teach or are they going to learn new skills.
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Take a Step Forward / Check 
your Privilege

The idea of this exercise is to raise awareness about privileges and 
inequalities; to make people aware of their own privileges, and 
discuss how to take responsibility for them. The exercise also opens
up for reflexion on stereotypes, differences and similarities of 
experiences within the group. It is adaptable for various topics, e.g. 
privilege in terms of gender or ecological footprint.
It is important that the facilitator maintains the focus on privilege 
and doesn’t let the discussions deviate towards other approaches. 
For example, in relation to the statement “I never had to go to sleep
hungry because I couldn’t afford food” the aim is to reflect on the 
privilege of a having a stable economy and not focus on poverty as 
a social issue. 

Variant A: Take a step forward: 1. Each participant is given a role 
card written on a piece of paper, e.g. "An unemployed single mum 
with a baby.", "Daughter of US embassador in Dubai.", "Feminist 
activist." 
Recommendation: To show international difference, you can give 
some roles similar but in different locations, e.g. two unemployed 
teachers, one in Austria and one in Uganda. When you write the 
role card, you can choose to reveal different kinds of information 
about the characters, such as gender, age, profession, financial 
situation, skin color, etc. 

2. The facilitator asks the participants to close their eyes, and to 
imagine the person in the role description and then internalize the 
role. You can help the participant reflect on their character and 
getting into their role by asking certain questions, e.g. ”What does 
your house look like?”,
”What do you like to do in the morning?”, “What was your first day 
of school like?”, “What do you like to do in your free time?”, “Have 
you ever fallen in love? How did it feel?” Was it different to do the 
game with an actual person in mind? 

Aim: Reflection  on  privilege  and
inequality,  fostering  reflection
and discussions

Relates to: Stereotypes in a global context

Time: 5-10  min  (more  depending  on
number of questions)
+ 10-15 min for reflection

Group size: 5 to 20 people

When in the 
training?:

anytime,  if  more  in  the
beginning  can  also  serve  as
icebreaker,  variant  C  only  in  a
group where people have built
up trust

Materials: Papers  and  pens,  scarves  to
hide  eyes;  roles  written  on
pieces  of  papers;  pre-prepared
questions  for  internalization of
role;  pre-prepared  statements
for taking steps

3. Participants stand in one line next to each other, eyes closed, all facing in one direction in which they have enough 
space to walk forward. The facilitator will read out a list of statements, and after each statement the participants will 
take a step forward if they think the statement describes their character’s experience. For example if the statement is 
“I have the right to vote”, all the participants who think that their character has the right to vote, take a step forward. 
Participants have their eyes closed all the time.

4. After all the sentences the facilitator will ask each participant one by one to tell how they feel.
The facilitator will ask participants to open their eyes and stay where they are. Each will share their role with the 
group. The facilitator then asks the participants to look around and reflect on where they are in relation to the others. 
The participants are also asked to think about why they stand where they stand.

5. Debriefing, sitting in a circle: The participants are asked to reflect on when they took a step forward and when they 
stayed. and reflect on the choices. What assumptions did the participants have about their character? Were their 
stereotypes broken while watching around? In what statements was your character privileged and unprivileged? How 
could their character take responsibility for their privileges in daily life?

Variant B: Take a step to the middle: Like variant A, but standing in a circle at the beginning and then moving towards 
the middle, and eyes open. Optionally can a ball be placed in the middle, and after the last statement, the facilitator 
tells the participants to run and catch it.

Variant C: Check your privilege: This variant is without role cards, the participants answer for themselves, based on 
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their own experiences. Therefore it is necessary that the participants are comfortable enough with each other to 
share, especially when the topics are intimate. Small group size preferred.
Everybody sits in a circle. The facilitator will read out a list of statements, and after each statement the participants will
stand up if the statement describes their experience, but stay silent. 
The order of the questions or statements could be from general going to more personal, grouped by topic, or just in 
random order. 
Debriefing, sitting in a circle: The participants are asked to reflect about  how they felt about participating in the 
exercise. Did they become aware of privileges they have and were not aware of before? Or the other way around? 
How can we take responsibility for privileges in our daily life?

Some ideas for questions/statements: Depending on the topic that you want to tackle, you can make your own 
variations and use the method to go deeper into one topic. You can make statements focusing on a specific topic, e.g. 
privilege in terms of gender or ecological footprint.
- I have traveled outside my hometown
- I have traveled to another country
- I have traveled to more than five other countries
- I have traveled to another continent
- I don’t need a visa for a lot of countries
- I have traveled by airplane
- When I needed a visa, the process of application was 
easy, I easily got the visa
- When I travel to other countries, food etc. tends to be 
cheaper than at home
- The country in which I live is politically stable
- I have the right to vote
- I never had to pay a bribe
- I am not afraid to be stopped by the police
- I did/do not have to serve in the military
- Military service is not compulsory in my country
- I never had to go to sleep hungry because I couldn’t 
afford food
- I can buy new clothes whenever necessary
- Whenever I was sick, a doctor was available nearby
- I didn’t have to worry about how to pay for medical 
treatment
- I  have health insurance
- I have more than two weeks of holidays per year
- I have my own computer
- I / my parents own a car
- My parents own a house / a flat
- I have a room of my own
- There is reliable and affordable public transportation in 
my hometown
- There is a public library in my town
- I can go to the cinema once a week
- I have internet access at home

- I live in the same country where I was born
- The official language in my country is my mother 
tongue / I speak my country’s official language  fluently 
and without accent
- I had the chance to learn another language than my 
mother tongue
- I could choose my school/field of studies
- I could go to school for free / a very low fee
- I could choose my (future) profession freely
- My parents support(ed) me financially during 
school/uni/professional formation
- During my studies, I didn’t live with my parents
- My parents are still alive
- My parents are still happy together
- My parents are happy about my life choices and support 
me emotionally
- I can marry whoever I want to marry
- I usually don’t think about my skin color
- I was never excluded from a group because of my skin 
color
- I was never excluded from a group because of my gender
- I was never excluded from a group because of my 
religious beliefs
- I was never excluded from a group because of my 
sexuality
- I am not afraid to speak about my boyfriend/girlfriend 
with my parents
- I am not afraid to speak about my boyfriend/girlfriend 
with new people
- I kiss my boyfriend/girlfriend in public
- I was never afraid to walk alone home in the dark
- I have never been assaulted or harassed 

More  roles,  statements  and  variations  in  the  “Compass”  tool-kit,  which  you  can  find  here:
http://www.eycb.coe.int/compass/en/pdf/2_38.pdf
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The Flower of Privileges

Aim: Reflecting  experiences  of
oppression and privileges

Participants are given papers and pencils. They are asked to draw a
flower  with  five  pedals  (can  be more,  depending  on  how many
themes one wants to use). The pedals can represent themes like
age,  gender,  sexuality,  economical  class,  origin,  religion,
appereance,  abilities  ect.  Participants  are  asked  to  colour  the
pedals: if they feel privileged they colour more on the end of the
pedal, if oppressed they colour closer to the center.

Other option is to draw four or eight lines from side to side in the
paper and write themes at the end of the lines. Participants make a
mark on the line so that if they feel oppressed in that area of their
life, the mark is made close to the center and if privileged closer to
the side. In the end all the marks are united with lines creating a
pattern that can also be coloured.

Participants are asked to share their experiences about the process
if they feel comfortable about it. 
- How did it feel to make the flower/ pattern?
- Was it easy/ difficult? 
- Was something surprising?  
If  they  feel  comfortable  to  do  so  they  are  asked  the  reasoning
behind their choices of coloring.

Time: 30 min – 1 h (depending on the
size of the group)

Group size: Suitable  for  small  and  big
groups, working individually

When in the 
training?:

In  the  middle  of  the  training;
can be used for  example  after
the “Take a step forward” game
as part of the debriefing

Materials: Papers and pencils
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The Gallery of Privileges
Preparation & the Gallery
Facilitator  prepares  two  rooms  which  will  be  used  during  the
workshop. Room 1 can be small and is used for the group to share
and  reflect.  Room  2  can  be  any  space  which  will  be  used  as  a
gallery. Facilitator prints out between 50 – 70 privilege statements
(bellow) and post them separately in the gallery.

Introduction
The workshop can start in the circle in the room 1. Facilitator invites
participants to reflect during the workshop on their own privileges
and position within the society. Mentions that everyone reflects for
him/her-self and can later share only what feels to share. Explain
that  each  of  us  has  different  position  in  many  levels/classes  of
power  structures  which  intersect  and  cannot  be
observed/understood  separately.  Facilitator  can  read/provide
explanation  of  intersectionality  or  play  TED talk  ‘The urgency  of
intersectionality’  from  Kimberlé  Crenshaw.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akOe5-UsQ2o)
After  the  introduction,  the  facilitator  invites  the  participants  to
think  for  themselves  which  privileges  they  have and write  them
down on a paper. Once they have listed them, they can enter the
gallery in the room 2, walk around, read statements and choose up
to 3 which the most apply for them (they recognise as their strong
privilege). They should be silent all the time. It happens that not all
statements or words are understood – provide access to dictionary
or facilitator is present in the room 2 to translate. Depending on the
number of statements, gallery part takes 15 – 25 minutes.

Aim: Reflection of own privileges, 
understanding cohesion 
between different power 
classes and understand 
intersectionality on individual 
level

Relates to: Intersectionality, Power 
Structures

Time: 60 – 90 min

Group size: 5 – 15 people; if more 
participants, then it needs more
time

When in the 
training?:

In the middle, people already 
know each other and feel 
comfortable in the group

Materials: 2  rooms, papers,  pens,  print-
out  gallery  statements,
(optional:  projectors,  speakers,
computer)

Reflection
Once selection is made, one by one people return to the room 1. When everyone is back in the circle, facilitator starts
the reflection in the circle. It is important that everyone feels safe and confident in the group. Facilitator make sure
that everyone has enough space to talk/start to talk – e. g. first round answering 1st question stay without commenting.
Also make sure that he reflection stays on personal level without generalisation and without too much story sharing.
Possible reflection questions:
1. Which statements did you choose and why? How did you feel doing it?
2. Which differences do you see within the group?
3. Do you know where does your statement come from (were you born with it or it developed later, or it was your

choice)?
4. Can we put them into classes?
5. Will it change when you will go abroad/for the internship? Will it change when you will come back?
6. How does play a role the place we were born in or we live in (the country, language, political power)?
7. How does it affect us going abroad, being on the seminar, going for the internship?

Possible statements according to privilege classes:
There is endless of statements and also classes (sexuality, gender, social class,…) and the selection can be adjusted to
the target group. It is important to keep the same point of view – always the privilege.  

White
• I have never been discriminated against because of my skin colour.
• I have never been the only person of my skin colour in a room.
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• I have never been told I am attractive “for my race.”
• I can if I wish to arrange to be in the company of people of my race most of the time.
• When I am told about our national heritage or about “civilization,” I am shown that people of my colour made

it what it is.
• I can be pretty sure that if I ask to talk to the “person in charge”, I will be facing a person of my race.
• I can go anywhere in the country, and easily find the kinds of hair products I need and/or cosmetics that 

match my skin colour.

Heterosexual
• I have never had to lied about my sexuality.
• I never doubted my parents’ or friends’ acceptance of my sexuality.
• I have never been told that my sexuality is “just a phase.”
• I can show affection for my romantic partner in public without fear of ridicule or violence.
• People don't ask why I made my choice of sexual orientation.
• I am not identified by my sexual orientation.
• I can choose to not think politically about my sexual orientation.

Cis-male
• I have never been denied an opportunity because of my gender.
• I have never felt unsafe because of my gender.
• I am far less likely to face sexual harassment at work than my female co-workers are.
• If I choose not to have children, my masculinity will not be called into question.
• Even if I sleep with a lot of people, there is no chance that I will be seriously labelled a “slut”.
• I can be loud with no fear of being called a shrew. I can be aggressive with no fear of being called a bitch.

Middle class/ higher economical class
• My family and I have never lived below the poverty line.
• I have never had to worry about making rent.
• I have never worked as a waiter, barista, bartender, cleaner or salesperson.
• I have had an unpaid internship.
• I have travelled internationally.
• I studied abroad.
• I don’t need to deny joining my friends for a drink because it would be too expensive.

Cis-gender
• I feel comfortable in the gender I was born as.
• Strangers don't assume they can ask me what my genitals look like and how I have sex.
• When initiating sex with someone, I do not have to worry that they won't be able to deal with my parts or 

that having sex with me will cause my partner to question his or her own sexual orientation.
• Strangers do not ask me what my "real name" [birth name] is and then assume that they have a right to call 

me by that name.
• People do not disrespect me by using incorrect pronouns even after they've been corrected.
• I do not have to worry about whether I will be able to find a safe and accessible bathroom or locker room to 

use.
• I do not have to choose between either invisibility ("passing") or being consistently "othered" and/or 

tokenized based on my gender.
• If I end up in the emergency room, I do not have to worry that my gender will keep me from receiving 

appropriate treatment nor will all of my medical issues be seen as a product of my gender. 

Able-bodied
• I can easily arrange to be in the company of people of my physical ability.
• If I need to move, I can easily be assured of purchasing housing I can get access to easily.
• I can assume that I can go shopping alone, and they will always have appropriate accommodations to make 
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this experience hassle-free.
• If I am in the company of people that make me uncomfortable, I can easily choose to move elsewhere.
• I can be assured that assumptions about my mental capabilities will not be made based on my physical status.
• I can swear, dress sloppily, or even be in a bad mood without people attributing it to my physical disability.
• I can take a job with an affirmative action employer without having someone suspect I got my job because of 

my disability.
• People do not tell me that my ability level means I should not have children.

Christianity
• I can expect to have time off work to celebrate religious holidays.
• I am not pressured to celebrate holidays from another faith that may conflict with my religious values.
• I can worship freely, without fear of violence or threats.
• A bumper sticker supporting my religion won’t likely lead to my car being vandalized.
• I can reasonably assume that anyone I encounter will have a decent understanding of my beliefs.
• Disclosing my faith to an adoption agency will not likely prevent me from being able to adopt children.
• I can complain about my religion being under attack without it being perceived as an attack on another 

religion.

European
• People don’t go to my country, city, village to do voluntourism, to try to help me.
• If I write an article and I am based in a Western country or I am a part of the platform based in a Western 

country, it will more likely gain traction.
• I do assume that everybody knows my national traditions and cultural norms.
• I don’t have to learn all that much about other countries. People from other countries usually know my 

language, some history and political situation in my country.
• My country is well and often represented in the media. This includes written media, television, and movies.
• “Global” platforms will publicize my national tragedies and ignore or marginalize the tragedies that occur in 

other nations.
• When a national tragedy occurs, I can expect people from all over the world to show solidarity with my 

nation.
• It’s relatively easy to get statistics and studies on certain things in my country (such as job market, crime, 

income inequality, and accessibility to education).
• If I move to another country after obtaining an educational qualification, I don’t have to start my education

from scratch because my qualification will be seen as adequate or even superior.
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Living Pictures
The participants are devided into two (or more) groups. Each group
is given a topic dealing with the desired theme, e.g. "Intercultural
communication  in  China."  "An  Italian  and  a  Japanese  working
together."  The groups will plan three frozen scenes/"pictures" on
the topic. (15 min)

When performing the scenes the other group will  try  to explain
each picture.  (Another version: one of the other group will  be a
narrator and explain each picture.)

After the performances the facilitator will ask questions reflecting
the topic. How were the different nationalities pictured? How did
you come up with these ideas? What kind of cultural differences
were pictured? What kind of experiences and suggestions do the
participants have on the topic? 

Aim: can be used for e.g. 
expectations, fears, predjudices,
intercultural communication

Relates to: Stereotypes in a global context

Time: 45 – 75 min

Group size: At least 6 people

When in the 
training?:

when physical activity is needed

Materials: /
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World Lunch
This  method is  played at  lunch (or breakfast  or  dinner),  but  not
announced beforehand. At lunch time there are five tables for five
continents: Africa, Asia (incl. Turkey, Australia and Oceania), Europe
(incl.  Russia),  Latin  America  (incl.  Mexico),  North  America.
Volunteers  are  asked  to  divide  themselves  to  the  continents
depending on how big they think each continent’s population is.
Afterwards, the real numbers are revealed and people are reseated
according to them (see the method “World in Chairs” for numbers).
A new table comes up, on which the facilitators sit, representing
global economic institutions such as the IMF and the World Bank.

Lunch is served according to the wealth standards of the continent
(see  GDP  part  of  the  “World  in  Chairs”  numbers).  The  rule  for
Europe’s  table  is  not  to  share  the  food,  if  there’s  no  proper
delegation. The rule for the global economic institutions table is as
well not to provide any food.
 
What  happens  afterwards  is  up  to  the  participants.  After  20
minutes the lunch is served to everyone and the reflection starts.

Reflection : Starting from the feeling and ideas that participants
wanted to share and going through the topic of resources, privilege,
world institutions, power structures, stereotypes. Make clear that
the  method  is  not  literally  about  food,  but  about  economic
resources and political power.

Limitations:
Make sure not to victimize the Global  South. This method might
reinforce the colonial image that generous, wealthy Europeans have
to  give  to  poor  Africans.  Make  clear  (as  described  in  Global
Economy)  that  not  foreign  aid,  but  a  change  of  the  exploiting
economic system is the solution.

By generalizing about continents, this method simplifies a complex
reality.  When  discussing,  try  not  to  generalize  global  power
relations  to  an  individual  human  and  country  level.  Talk  about
income inequality within continents. Not everyone in Europe is rich,
the richest in Europe are massively responsible for global injustice.
Japan and Bangladesh might be in the same continent, but differ
massively in terms of economic and political power.

Another critical point is the usage of GDP as an indicator of wealth.
A  lot  of  economic  activity  happens  outside  of  GDP,  such  as
reproductive work mostly done by women (raising children, house
work),  self-sustaining  farming  or  the  black  market.  Some
continents’ wealth might be distorted because of that.

Aim: experiencing  and  discussing
global power structures

Relates to: Global Economy

Time: 1 hour (lunch + discussion)

Group size: At least 10 people

When in the 
training?:

anytime,  maybe  more  at  the
beginning;  suggestion:  do  the
first  lunch of  your training like
this

Materials: Food!
Sheets  of  paper  with  each
continent’s name

Might be 
useful:

You might also talk about how
people in different parts of the
world have different food habits
and consumption patterns.  The
photography  project  “Hungry
Planet” by  Peter  Menzel  and
Faith  D’Aluisio  depicts  families
from  all  over  the  world  and
their  food  consumption  in  a
week.
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World in Chairs
There is one chair for every participant. Sheets of paper representing
five continents lie next to each other on the floor :  Africa, Asia (incl.
Turkey, Australia and Oceania), Europe (incl. Russia), Latin America (incl.
Mexico), North America.

1)  Population size     : Participants are supposed to guess the population
size of each continent. They should divide themselves without chairs
among the different continents to represent the right amount of people
per continent. The participants should discuss and should agree on the
right  amount  of  chairs  for  each  continent.  The  game  is  not  about
knowing the right numbers,  but about reflecting about global  power
imbalances. Make sure the participants discuss lively while chosing the
right amounts of people and chairs per continent.
The actual numbers are revealed by the facilitators (see chart below).
People have to redivide according to these new numbers. Everyone has
to remember the continent they now represent.

2)  « Wealth     »  (GDP)     : Participants  should  guess  the  wealth  of  each
continent by putting the amount of chairs among the total number of
chairs  to  each  continent.  The  chairs  stay  with  the  continents,  the
participants move away from the chairs. The right numbers are again
revealed  and,  if  necessary,  chairs  moved.   The  chairs  stay  with  the
continents.

3) « Wealth     » per capita (GDP per capita)     : Now, everybody goes back to
the continent they represented at the end of the « population size »
part  and  stands  on  a  chair  of  their  continent.  Participants  who
represent Europe and North America won’t have problems to fit on the
chairs  on  their  continent,  while  participants  representing  other
continents will have to squeeze (a lot).

There are variations of the game also including number of refugees per
continent as well as number of CO2 emissions per continent.

Reflection : What do you think about these imbalances ? Did you have
other  numbers  in  mind ?  You  can  explain  some parts  of  the  Global
Economy section here.  Make clear (as described in  Global  Economy)
that not foreign aid, but a change of the exploiting economic system is
the solution.

Limitations : By generalizing about continents, this method simplifies a
complex reality.  When discussing,  try not  to generalize global  power
relations to an individual human and country level. Talk about income
inequality within continents. Not everyone in Europe is rich, the richest
in  Europe  are  massively  responsible  for  global  injustice.  Japan  and
Bangladesh  might  be  in  the  same continent,  but  differ  massively  in
terms of economic and political power.

Another critical point is the usage of GDP as an indicator of wealth. A
lot of economic activity happens outside of GDP, such as reproductive
work  mostly  done  by  women  (raising  children,  house  work),  self-
sustaining farming or the black market. Some continents’ wealth might
be distorted because of that.

Aim: discussing  global  power
structures

Relates to: Global Economy

Time: 30-45 min

Group size: 10-40 people

When in the 
training?:

More in the beginning, it’s a
good icebreaker

Materials: Big  sheets  of  paper  with
each continent’s name
A  big  room  with  enough
chairs
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Charts
1) Population

Population
2017

Number
(millions)

% Number of participants per continent

Whole world 7.400 100 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

Europe 747 10,09 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4

North America 362 4,89 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

Latin America 631 8,53 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Africa 1.216 16,43 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5

Asia 4.444 60,05 6 7 7 8 9 9 10 10 11 12 12 13 14 14 15 15 16 17 17 18 18 19 20 20 21 21

Source: U.S. Census Bureau (23 February 2017)

2) “Wealth” (GDP)
Wealth (GDP)
2016

US Dollar
(billions)

% Number of participants per continent

Whole world 75,2 100 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

Europe 19,1 25,4 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8

North America 20,1 26,73 3 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 9 9

Latin America 5,1 6,78 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Africa 2,2 2,93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Asia 28,7 38,16 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 8 8 9 10 10 10 11 11 11 12 12 13 13 14

Source: International Monetary Fund via Wikipedia (23 February 2017)
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Colonial products
Tell  participants  to  bring  a  product  with  them  that  relates  to
colonialism.
On the « Los Otros » seminar in Madrid in 2016, we announced the
session in our infosheet like this :
« Bring a colonial product! Europe has a long history of exploiting
the  Global  South  (indigenous  groups,  Africa,  Asia,  Latin  America
etc.), reflecting very little on it until today. Even today, we can find
harmful  stereotypes  portraying  “Africans”  or  “Indians”  in  a  very
stereotypical  manner,  creating  a  unified  image  of  the
“poor”/”uneducated”/”underdeveloped”/etc.  other.  Walk  through
your  supermarket  and  try  to  find  a  product  that  grabs  your
attention. Pay attention, when you watch commericals on TV or see
an advertisement in a newspaper. Bring it with you. We’ll talk about
these products and analyze them from a power-critical perspective
at our seminar. »

Participants  brought  very  different  products.  Some  participants
brought e.g. potatoes or tea, because they are products that came
to Europe through colonialism. Others brought products that use
racist imagery (e.g. Finnish licorice with a mascot that reminds of
racist  depictions  of  black  people).  Others  brought  pictures  of
commercials  that use colonial  stereotypes (e.g.  an Austrian bank
tries to attract students by giving them the impression to « help »
Africa while opening a new bank account).

Make participants gather in small groups and exchange and reflect
about the products they brought :  Why is this product related to
colonial history ? Are we aware about the origins of the product ?
Depending on the group size, you can make each group select one
product to present to the whole group.
Originally we thought about setting up the session like a « market »,
where each participant would have to « sell » their product to the
others in a sarcastic way, but we decided against it because of the
sensitivity of the topic (see Humour section).

It is very important not to blame how participants interpreted the
instructions.

Aim: Making  a  relation  between
present-day  economies  and
colonial history

Relates to: Colonial History

Time: 40-60 min

Group size: Any

When in the 
training?:

Middle

Materials: /
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Pillars of Action
Tips for facilitators:

• If working with volunteers choose examples that are 
relevant for participants and will enhance their 
understanding of issues and contribute to their 
preparation for new context, and participation in future 
tasks. Find texts that are clear and contain all relevant 
information for understanding the context and problem (or
prepare the text yourself). 

• Workshop could follow the content related to types and 
possibilities of civic engagement and participation

How to prepare: find or prepare relevant and concise articles, 
texts. For example: Oxfam.org – Just 8 men own same wealth as 
half the world; The Guardian.com – Mothers working part time hit 
hard by gender pay gap; The Guardian – Children of the Congo who 
risk their lives to support our mobile phones, Deutsche Welle – Is 
the world prepared for climate refugees; The Guardian – A million 
bottles a minute: world’s plastic binge  “as dangerous as climate 
change”. Useful information and texts can be found at 
www.trust.org/

Course of the workshop:
Division of participants into groups.

- Each group reads the text and defines the main problem 
through short discussion. After that they identify the 
similar injustice/problem in their communities – reflection 
or consequence of this global problem. Defined problem 
should be written in the scheme top (triangle).

- Participants should name and write (on pillars that hold 
this triangle) organizations, institutions, persons, and 
phenomena (habits, convictions) that support or enable 
this injustice/problem.

- For each pillar participants should draw the line/arrow 
below where they’ll write ideas and actions that could be 
undertaken to affect pillars. (Contacts that could be made, 
towards whom, what could be done etc.)

- Each group presents its maps and then the whole group 
adds some aspects and/or ideas/solutions and discusses 
possible questions.

Debriefing questions: 
• What were the main learning points for you (participants)?
• How realistic would these action be in a real world?
• What is necessary or crucial for these action plans to 

work?
• How do you see your possible contribution to influencing

the problem?

Source: Adapted  from  Nenasilje?
Manual;  Nenad  Vukosavljević,
Centar  za  nenasilnu  akciju,
2000.

Aim: analyzing  global  issues,
understanding  of  context,
drafting possible action plan

Time: 90 min

Group size: Groups  of  4-5  people,  in  total
up to 25

When in the 
training?:

Middle

Materials: /
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Real Pictures
Make groups of approximately 3-4 people each. Give them photos
from volunteering experiences in the Global  South by volunteers
from the Global North. Make sure to use photos from which you
know the context.  Don’t  tell  the  participants  the context  of  the
pictures though.

Groups will discuss what they think the situation is and what the
picture shows. At the end, the facilitator reveals the context of each
picture  and  the  participants  see  how  they  are  influenced  by
stereotypes, if they apply them on situations. They know actually
nothing  about  the  context,  but  might  make  guesses  based  on
Stereotypes in a global context.

The groups reflect each what they thought about the exercise. At
the end, they present their thoughts to each other. Make sure to
bring across  the point  that  pictures  might  make a  very different
impression on people in the Global North, when put out of context.
Stereotypical  pictures  might  reinforce  global  power  structures.
Stress  the  importance  of  breaking  with  stereotypes  in  pictures
rather than reinforcing all the clichés we are used to.

Aim: Reflect on ethical use of images

Relates to: Stereotypes in a global context
Language and Pictures

Time: 30-40 min

Group size: Any

When in the 
training?:

Middle

Materials: /
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Reading Articles
Print  out  critical  articles  about  volunteering.  Make sure  that  the
articles are understandable for the participants. The articles should
not be boring or too academic. They should stir up emotions and
make participants think.

Give  each participant  one article.  Give  the same article  to more
than one person. Depending on your group size, let people with
different  articles  sit  together and let  them tell  each other
about  their  articles.  Afterwards,  make a short  reflection in
the plenary.

Some example articles in English could be :
• Luket Ministries Video + Ida Horner : «  Dear 'Dancing

Missionaries'  you  are  still  offensive  to  Africans  « .
2016 (The Guardian).

• Louise  Linton :  « How my dream gap year  in  Africa
turned into a nightmare ». 2016 (The Telegraph). And
a  response  by  Lydia  Ngoma :  «  Louise  Linton's
Zambia  is  not  the  Zambia  I  know ».  2016  (The
Guardian).

• Nawal Allal : « OP-ED: Most volunteer work led by the
West  in  Africa  is  just  to  make  white  people  feel
better ». 2016 (Afropunk).

• Pippa Biddle : «  The Problem With Little White Girls,
Boys and Voluntourism ». 2014 (Huffington Post).

• Matthew  Jenkin :  «  Does  voluntourism  do  more
harm than good? ». 2015 (The Guardian).

• « 6-Day  Visit  To  Rural  African  Village  Completely
Changes  Woman’s  Facebook  Profile  Picture ».  2014
(The Onion).

• Humintarians  of  Tinder +  Eleanor  Goldberg :  « 
‘Humanitarians  Of  Tinder’  Tumblr  Will  Make  You
Want To Drop Yoga And Pick Up Digging Wells ». 2014
(Huffington Post).

• Instagram  Account  Barbie  Savior +  Zeba  Blay :
« ‘White Savior Barbie’ Hilariously Parodies Volunteer
Selfies In Africa ». 2016 (The Huffington Post).

Aim: Reflect  on  the  meaning  of
volunteering and motivations

Relates to: Motivations and expectations

Time: 30-40 min

Group size: Any

When in the 
training?:

Beginning to Middle

Materials: Printed out articles
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Ranking our Bias
How do people  in the Global  North perceive  the Global  South ?
Rankings  in  education,  quality  of  living,  happiness,  wealth  or
« human  development »  often  make  it  to  media,  giving  the
impression that some countries are superior than others. Rankings
can, however, also be a way to question the perceptions we have .
In this method, participants have to guess how well countries are
doing in specific fields. This method can help to break stereotypes
in a global  context  by making participants  familiar  with rankings
that give a more complex image of development and superiority.

Variation 1 : Freedom of press
First step     : Prepare a list of 10-20 countries with a rank according to 
the ranking of Freedom of Press created by Reporters without 
borders. Our method is based on the 2016 World Press Freedom 
Index.
You can have fun, when picking the countries. Take a mix of some 
countries, which can be: 

• ranking high, which people in the Global North will 
probably easily guess

• ranking high, but which are not easily to guess from a 
eurocentric perception, e.g. Costa Rica 6th or Namibia 17th

• surprising
• some that gained  many positions (Tunisa + 30 , Sri Lanka + 

24). Might be intersting to point out why (might be low in 
ranking but it’s getting better)

• some that dropped (Poland -34) 
• look at color map, in some areas one country might stick 

out of a different color from the close on in its region.
• and some of the usual suspects (USA, France, UK, 

Germany, etc) to see how they are lower than we might 
guess

Aim: Reflecting  on  “development”
and  stereotypes  between  the
Global  North  and  the  Global
South;  recognizing the colonial
bias within the Global North

Relates to: Stereotypes in a global context

Time: 30-40 min

Group size: Any

When in the 
training?:

Middle

Materials: /

Make sure that for each country you put on the list you read the report: https://rsf.org/en/ranking_list/analysis (click
on name of nation and it explains why)
Second step: Divide the vols in groups, then give each group the list of countries without the ranking position and ask
them to put them in order. Give 5/10 minutes. According to time and group, decide if you read the ranking or ask
them to read how they rank them.
Third  step: Give  them  the  methodology  of  the  report,  using  their  seven  criteria:  https://rsf.org/en/detailed-
methodology   (1 Pluralism, 2 Media independence, 3 Environment and self-censorship, 4 Legislative framework, 5
Transparency, 6 Infrastructure, 7 Abuses). Decide if you want to give them the criteria, before revealing the actual
ranking or after.

Debriefing: Ask the vols, if some ranking surprise them. Start from explaining why they were ranked that way, and
then  add  the one  you  found  interested  to  point  out.  Make  clear  how our  bias  is  part  of  a  bigger  scheme of
marginalizing the Global South. Make clear that our definition of “development” is very eurocentric, there’s a lot that
countries in the Global North can learn from countries in the Global South.

Additional info: After working with the ranking by Reporters without borders, you could also introduce the Freedom
House ranking, which has a strong US bias and is very influenced by neoliberal thinktanks. The rankings here might
look very different, e.g. the rank of the US.

Other  variations: Other rankings that might be interesting might be for example the  Global Peace Index or the
Ecological Footprint.
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Barometer

Aim: Reflect on the meaning of 
volunteering, fostering 
discussions

All of the group is in the middle of a big room. The facilitator will
read a statement and the participants should go to one side of the
room if they agree with the statement or on the other side if they
don’t, or somewhere inbetween according to which opinion they
tend to, but maybe not completely agree. Afterwards, both groups
will have the opportunity to express why they agree or not. After a
little debate,  they can move their position. After the explanation
both groups have to find a way to remake the statement in order to
agree all with it.

Examples for statements:
• I can change global injustice more effectively by working

against capitalism and systematic oppression of the Global
South  here  in  the  Global  North  rather  than  doing  a
voluntary service

• A woman from Togo and a woman from London live the
same oppression

• In  every  situation  just  because  I’m  a  rich  person,  I’m
privileged

• Volunteering  in  the  global  south  maintains  a  relation
between privileged and oppressed

• Part of the experience of volunteering in the Global South
is to live global injustice

You  could  also  focus  your  barometer  on  one  specific  topic,  e.g.
Sustainability and environmental issues:

• Climate Change is pretty normal.

• Climate Change doesn’t influence my life.

• All people on earth should be allowed to have the same 

emission of greenhouse gasses
• Eating vegan doesn’t change anything.

• I feel responsible for Global Warming.

• I want to have access to any kind of food all year round.

• The lifestyle in  richer countries has to change a lot.

• I by myself can change something.

• Economic growth creates jobs.

• Growth is a natural phenomenon.

• The countries of the Global South in particular are in 

urgent need of economic growth to fight poverty.
• Without growth, our economy will collapse.

• No growth is the solution.

Time: 30 – 45 min

Group size: 10 – 20 people

When in the 
training?:

Anytime

Materials: /
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Climate Net
Preparation: Write each term on one paper and give one or two to
each participant. (there should be minimum 15-20 terms in the 
activity.

Terms: population growth; renewable energy; living standards; CO2
emission-exchange; global economic growth; Illness; extreme 
weather occurences; damaged environment; biodiversity; 
deforestation; rise of the sea level; migration; mobility; energy 
consumption; rising temperature; melting ice, glaciers, polar caps; 
conflicts; hunger; land use; water supply; drought/dessertification;

maybe to add: gender inequality; exploitation; drinking water 
shortage; salinization of ground and ground water; mortality rate; 
urbanization; war; education; indigenous rights; freedom; 
prosperity...

How to do: We stand in a Circle. Every person gets one or two 
cards with terms. One person (e.g. with the term Climate Change) 
starts throwing the cord to another person (e.g. with the term 
“Biodiversity”), by saying “Climate Change is connected to 
biodiversity”. Then this person goes on (“Biodiversity is connected 
to land use”..) throwing the cord to another person. This goes on 
until every term is connected somehow to the net. There can also 
be double connections.

Debriefing Questions:
 How do you feel? Was there something surprising? 
 Was it easy/difficult to connect the topic?
 How are social and ecological issues interlinked?
 The net you see now, what does it mean for global 

change? What kind of struggels/challenges do you see 
when you want to change something?

 Where would you like to work on to change something?

Remarks: The game is very flexible. Different terms can be added
or taken away according to the context of the group. 

Aim: Show complexity of  the reality
and show the interconnections
between  different  issues.
(Climate  Change  and  other
environmental problems, social
problems, ...)

Relates to: Sustainability  and
environmental issues

Time: 20-30 min

Group size: Min. 10

Materials: Cards with terms
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Flying and Peace
Preparation: Write each term on one paper and give one or two to
each participant. (there should be minimum 15-20 terms in the 
activity.

How to do:
1) A personal history of flights: Ask everyone to write down all the 
flights they took in the past year (or 2 years). Write down the 
departure city and the destination – connecting flights count each. 
They should also mark those they took in a context of volunteering.

2) Introduction on Problems and Conflicts caused by flying, e.g.:
The impacts of aviation on climate change
Ecological footprint and flying
Conflicts about fuel
Connections to privilege – only very few people in the 
world can afford flying
Airlines and their working conditions
CO2 Certificate Trade – REDD
…

3) World Café
• Is the influence of interational voluntary work 

compensating the social and ecological consequences of 
the travel/journey?

• Is it possible to measure the results of international 

Voluntary Work?
• Is it a good idea to compare the impact of Voluntary Work 

with the ecological and social consequences of it?
• How can the CO2 output of voluntary-work be reduced? 

Are there alternatives? 
Get together after having spent time which each question. Share 
outcomes, room for discussion.
Possible reflection questions:

• How did you feel writing down your flights?

• How do you think you can change your future impact?

4) Paper planes for Peace: Take the paper with your flights. Try to 
think of if in some of the cases you could have chosen another way 
of transportation. Then fold paper planes with the previously used 
papers (where we listed our flights), stand on a line, throw them 
and may the best plane win �

Aim: To  make  participants  more
sensitive  about  the  issue  of
travelling  by  plane  in  the
context  of  international
volunteering.  Not  to  give
answers but to start a reflection
process.

Relates to: Sustainability  and
environmental issues

Time: 60-70 min

Group size: 8 – 20 people

Materials: A4 Papers, pens, Flipcharts and
markers,  (maybe  Laptop  and
projector for presentation)
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Let’s have a look under the
T-Shirt

1. Brainstorming (10 -  15 min):  Ask participants to list different
actors in the production chain within the garment industry (start
with sewing clothes - e.g. factory workers, trade unions, companies,
shops, consumers…). Participant work in pairs and write the actors
on post-its and share it with the whole group, sticking the post-its
on a prepared flipchart on the wall. The facilitator comments it and
helps to place the actors in the right spots. As a hint you can use
the  document  attached  (overview  of  involved  actors  “  A  more
representative view ...” by the Fair Wear Foundation). 

2.  Total  price  of  t-shirt  and  its  components  (10  -  20  min):
Divide people in groups and give them instructions for the activity
with the work sheet (if you have less participants, you can let them
work individually and then in groups).  The task is to discuss and
write down the proportions: How many percent from the total price
of  a  t-shirt  (14  EUR)  goes  to  each  actor?  Mention  that  it's
considered as an average price. After that they will get the results
based  on  reliable  sources.  According  to  the  comparison  the
participants name the problem and discuss  the inequality of  the
actors within the production chain. 

3. Video (20 - 25 min): In order to give them a deeper perspective
of the issue, the participants watch a scene from a documentary
film about working conditions in the fashion factories (eg. Fashion
factories  undercover).  Tell  them  to  focus  on  causes  and
consequences of the problem. After watching the sequences,  let
the participants share their emotions in small groups or pairs. 

Aim: Raising  awareness  about  the
injustice and exploitation within
the  fashion  and  garment
industry,  its  production  chain,
its causes and effects as well as
the  consideration  of  possible
solutions.

Relates to: Global Economy

Time: 120 min

Group size: 8 – 20 people

When in the 
training?

In the middle

Materials: flipcharts,  post-its,  markers,
enough  copies  of  work  sheets
(see  attachments  on  next  two
pages),  projector,  laptop,
prepared video, speakers

4.  Problem  tree  (20  -  30  min):  Introduce the problem tree analysis. The trunk
represents  the  problem,  the roots  are  the causes of  the problem,  the  branches
represent the consequences and the fruits are the possible solutions. Based on the
video  the  participants  discuss  the  consequences  in  the  whole  group.  Then  they
discuss the causes (roots) of the problems. All mentioned aspects will be written on
a flip chart. After that the participants try to find possible solutions in smaller groups
and share it on post-its with the others. 

5. Beyond the problem tree (15 - 20 min):  The last step of the workshop is the
reflection of the problem tree and the solutions. 
Ask the participants:

 Which solutions are going to soften the consequences?
 Which solutions are solving the causes? 

Let the participant discuss it with a focus on the context of the garment industry
from the  first  activity  and  inform them about  existing  initiatives  and  campaigns
(Clean Clothes Campaign, Fair Wear Foundation, …)

6. Final reflection (5 - 10 min): Each participant has time to reflect on her/his own
what learning points he/she took from the workshop and write it on a paper. After
that there is a space for sharing. 

Have  in  mind:  The  problem  is  complex  (it  includes  also  environmental  issues,  gender,  development  policy,
international division of labor, ...), try to facilitate the discussions following the aim of the workshop. Be informed
about  the  topic  and  have  additional  material  with  you  to  be able  to  answer  the  questions  of  participants.  The
documentary films can be very emotional, point out before watching that there could be strong emotional scenes.
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Total price of T-shirt (14€): 

Wage of workers:

Costs and profits of factory:
energy, overhead costs, safety assurance, 
equipment, insurance, management

Transport costs:

Costs and profit of intermediary agents: 
percentage from the contract for 
intermediation

Material:
from seeds to fabric that is ready for cutting 
and sewing

Mark up of retailer – costs and profit:
wages of salesmen, energy and rent of stores
and shopes, taxes, promotion, lincence fees, 
marketing, branding, profit

Source: www.cleanclothes.org

http://www.cleanclothes.org/


Total price of T-shirt (14€): 

Wage of workers: 1%

Costs and profits of factory: 4%
energy, overhead costs, safety assurance, 
equipment, insurance, management

Transport costs: 11%

Costs and profit of intermediary agents: 
2,5%
percentage from the contract for 
intermediation

Material: 21,5%
from seeds to fabric that is ready for cutting 
and sewing

Mark up of retailer – costs and profit: 
60%
wages of salesmen, energy and rent of stores
and shopes, taxes, promotion, lincence fees, 
marketing, branding, profit

Source: www.cleanclothes.org

http://www.cleanclothes.org/


Visual Harvesting

Aim: reflecting on previous 
discussions about the meaning 
of volunteering in the Global 
South

After  having  discussed  power  structures  and  a  critical  view  on
volunteering in the Global South, participants gather in a half-circle
around a place where pictures can be pinned on.

The facilitator shows how the method works: She/he takes a picture
and says how it  is  connected to the topic of volunteering in the
Global South. Every participant takes a picture, whenever they feel
comfortable,  and  adds  it  to  the  wall.  Make  sure  to  draw
connections between the pictures and to discuss what they mean.

The  pictures  should  be  interesting  and  grab  the  participants'
attention, they could have more than one meaning and should be
up for interpretation by the volunteers. In  Annex I: Image Output
from Visual  Harvesting you  find  some examples  we used in  our
seminars in order to talk about the power structures behind the
motivations / good intentions of volunteers. Also take a look at the
Grapheazy Toolkit by the SCI Pool of Trainers and Facilitators.

The  participants  should  have  the  possibility  to  add  pictures
themselves by drawing them on spot.

Relates to: Motivations and expectations

Time: 30 – 45 min

Group size: 10 – 20 people

When in the 
training?:

In the middle or at the end, 
after debating volunteering

Materials: Pictures connected to the topic,
at  least  a  few  more  than  the
number  of  participants;  pens
and papers; markers

Human Library with former volunteers

Aim: Connecting experiences, giving 
more country-specific 
information

Former  SCI  volunteers  introduce  themselves  as  “books”.  They
present what kind of voluntary service they have been to and give
one sentence “teaser” on their experience.

The books sit on different tables in the room, far enough away from
each  other  to  not  disturb  the  conversation  of  each  other.  The
participants  can  “read”  these  books  like  in  a  library:  They  can
choose to go to each one of them who will explain their stories and
answer their questions.

You can choose to let the participants walk free or you can let a bell
ring every 10/15 minutes, so that all change book at the same time.

Time: 60 min or more (depending on 
the amount of people)

Group size: At least 10 people

When in the 
training?:

End of the first day or beginning
of the second

Materials: /

Barnga

Aim: Intercultural  awareness;
Realization  that  different
cultures  perceive  things
differently,  and/or  play  by
different  rules;  To  explore
communication  problems  in
intercultural situations and non-
verbal  communication;  to
discover  new  strategies  to
overcome these problems.

Participants play a simple card game in small  groups. Each group
receives slightly different rules (thinking that they all have the same
rules). After the participants from one table move to another table
and group, misunderstandings and conflicts usually occur since they
do  not  know  that  each  group  plays  by  different  rules.  So,  the
participants  have to come up with  strategies  to overcome these
“cultural  differences”  and  use  their  non-verbal  communication
skills, as they are not allowed to talk. This fun game simulates real
cross-cultural encounters and gives the participant a mini “culture
shock”  by  discovering  that  the  rules  are  different.  Participants
struggle to understand the different rules and have to cope with the
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situation.  Through  this  game,  participants  gain  insight  into  the
dynamics of cross-cultural encounters.

Preparation: Set up a table per group in a circle with a deck of
playing cards (the deck of playing cards contains the cards 2-10 and
ace, remove the other cards) on each table with a copy of the rules
for that table. Read the rules of each table before the beginning of
the game. 

Time: 90 min

Group size: 12 to 20 (or even up to 40-50)

When in the 
training?:

Beginning

Materials: A  table  with  chairs  for  each
group of 4-5 players; A  deck of
playing cards for each group; A
handout  (with  rules)  for  each
group of players; A flipchart for
each group.

Explaining the rules and playing the game (30 min): Tell the participants to form groups of 4-5 players (a minimum
of three groups is required for the game) around a table. Give the participants time to read the rules. Let the 
participants play a few rounds with the rules and with talking. Then tell them that there will be a competition and after
each round the winner (player with most tricks) of the table will move clockwise and the person with the least tricks 
anticlockwise to the next table (a drawing makes it more understandable). From now on it is prohibited to talk (also for
the facilitators). To create a competitive atmosphere, play some loud music. Each round lasts for approx. 4 min. 
Remove the rules during the first round from the tables. Play 4-5 rounds and make sure no one talks during the game. 
Enjoy the game. Don’t worry about what happens now. The game belongs to the players; it is theirs to play as they 
wish. Whatever happens can be discussed during the Debriefing. Stay neutral, stand tall, smile if you want to, try to 
avoid any verbal communication. Once the game is over, participants are allowed to talk again.

Rules:  Depending on the number of players, rule sheets can be altered or discarded for the number of tables being 
used. Some samples of rules are as follows:

 Table 1: Ace high, no trump
 Table 2: Ace low, diamonds trump
 Table 3: Ace low, clubs trump
 Table 4: Ace high, hearts trump
 Table 5: Ace high, spades trump
 Table 6: Ace low, no trump
 In all cases, other cards will be worth face value—10 high, 2 low. 

Each table shares the following rules: 

 Players are dealt 5 cards each
 Whoever wins the most tricks will move clockwise to the next table
 Whoever loses the most tricks will move counter clockwise to the next table
 Everyone else stays at the same table
 Each round will be about 4 minutes long (longer if time allows) and each round will consist of any number of 

games that fit into the time frame
 After the initial round, players will not be allowed to see the rules or speak to each other. Gestures and 

pictures are allowed, but players are not allowed to use words. 
 The game “winner” will be the person who has won the most tricks in total. (Of course, once game play starts,

winning will likely take a back seat to trying to figure out what everyone else is doing, as they are playing by 
different rules.)

 The dealer can be anyone at the table, the person who plays first will be to the right of the dealer.
 The first player for each trick may play ANY suit. All other players must follow suit (play a card of the same 

suit). For each round, each player plays one card.
 If a player does not have that suit, a card of any suit must be played. The trick is won by the person with the 

HIGHEST card of the ORIGINAL suit (players will begin to become confused when some players believe their 
card is trump, and others disagree or contradict this). 
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Debriefing in Small Groups (20 min.)
For the debriefing, participants stay in the groups they played the last game with. Present them 3-4 of these questions 
on a flip-chart to talk about and to write down/draw the answers. After 15’ each group presents their outcomes from 
the discussion.

 What did you expect at the beginning of the game?
 When did you realize that something was wrong?
 How did you deal with it?
 How did not being able to speak contribute to what you were feeling?
 What specific real-life situations does this game remind you of?
 Choose one of these real-life situations. What are the underlying causes of the problems or difficulties?
 What does the game suggest about what to do when you are in a similar situation in the real world? What did

you do during the game which "worked" for you?
 Prepare to report your best idea to the whole group.

The facilitator could add that they « experienced » a simulation of cultural differences. Cultural differences exist 
and you should be aware of it : What to do ?
 suggest possible strategies to deal with situations like these:

- Don’t judge situations too quickly 

- dont assume your way of doing things is the correct one

- Take time to observe

- Ask questions to the campcoordinator, to a more experienced volunteer, etc. 

- Ask the questions in a non judgmental way, don’t accuse the organizer’s for being late, for not being organized
if not everything is perfect

- In a context with other social norms, what should you do? Adapt or «stay yourself»? What does it mean to be 
a guest? How does your host feel when you don’t respect social norms of the hosting country (clothing, 
smoking, drinking, kissing or holding hands in public)? 

Plenary session:
1. Each group presents their proposal of how to deal with differences  : (write it down on a working paper) 
(15min) 
2. Introduce the concepts of intercultural and transcultural competencies (and questions) (15min)

It is important to mention that even though differences in our society exist, we don’t necessarily need to ascribe them 
to a „culture“ because this is sometimes as problematic as ascribing them to an ethnic group, etc. 

 Be aware that all societies are complex, composed by different people with different values and attitudes. If 
you live in a remote rural area, « culture » might be more homogeneous than in a big city, but still there are 
internal differences.

 In the hospital/health services in Switzerland, people became aware that when the health staff was too 
quickly ascribing behaviours and medical problems to cultural differences, new problems arose. For example, 
the real problem of the individual was not recognized. As a consequence, a campaign about transcultural 
competencies was launched.

Definition: Transcultural Competence is the ability to meet other people in their individual life and health situation 
without judging them. It is of great importance especially for health service staff because unreflected generalizations 
and prejudices about a single person or a group of people are an obstacle to see the real problems and to find the 
needed treatement and care. 
Transcultural competence is based on background knowledge, self-reflection and empathy. It helps to recognize 
specific problems of migrants and to act in an adequate manner. 
The background knowledge, is not knowledge about a « culture », but is based on general concepts as :
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- reflect on the notion of culture and the signification of transculturality

- Background knowledge, data and facts about migration, integration, human rights, discrimination, individual 
ways of life in a migration context

- concepts from social anthropology, sociolgy and psychology. 

- perceive and become aware of your own cultural norms and values (avoid ethnocentrism)

- Be open-minded for other concepts of dealing with situations, other expectations and practices

An « old » notion of culture that sees culture as a closed entity helps to reinforce stereotypes. Notions are often used
without reflecting them. At the same time they influence our perception and interpretation of reality as well as our 
way of thinking and acting. The old notion of culture emphatizes difference, leads to discrimination and promotes 
stereotypization. 
The notion « transculturality » promotes the the common and binding elements and therefore offers another basis for 
the interaction with migrants. The focus is on the individual and not on the culture, this is a change of perspective. 
Reflection on the changed definition of the « notion of culture » not as something fixed and static but as something 
changing is central to this understanding.

Definition Intercultural competence :
  the ability to communicate successfully with people from other cultures, in a narrower sense, the ability to 

deal in a way that satisfies both parties with people from other cultures. (…) the basis for successful 
intercultural communication is emotional competence and intercultural sensitivity. 

Multimedia exhibition
Place laptops in different parts of the room or in different rooms.
Open videos that are related to the topic you want to talk about.
Put headphones in the laptops, so that people don’t disturb each
other when watching different videos.

You can also put up other inspiring things on the wall, e.g. cartoons
or quotes related to the topic. You can also open websites that are
interesting, e.g. interesting articles.

Tell  the  participants  that  the  exhibition  is  silent.  They  are  not
supposed to exchange words during the exercise.

Give space for reflection: During the exhibition, people could write
down on a sheet of paper what they think about this part of the
exhibition (e.g.  this  video).  Other  participants can comment and
add their thoughts. After the exhibition, make a circle and debrief
what happened.

As not everyone will be able to watch all videos, make sure to send
participants a list of links after the exercise.

If you need some ideas for videos, check out our Videos section. 

Aim: Getting participants to reflect 
about issues like stereotyping, 
racism and colonialism

Time: 40-60 min

Group size: Doesn't matter

When in the 
training?:

Middle

Materials: Laptops, maybe projector(s)

YouTube Party
A YouTube  party  is  basically  a  playlist  that  either  you  create  or
participants create together.  The party could be related to topics
you might want to talk about.

Aim: Fun and reflection
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As  such  a  party  can  go  on  for  quite  a  while,  the  mood  and
motivation  in  the  group  might  eventually  drop.  So  maybe  set  a
limitation of time (e.g. one hour of YouTube party).

It’s good to have some basic rules, especially concerning length of
videos  (e.g.  not  longer  than  5  min).  If  a  video  is  not  up  to
someone’s taste, they know that after a certain amount of time, a
new one might come up. It’s also good to mix more serious with
more fun videos.

Make sure to make this optional for participants. Watching endless
amounts of videos might not be everybody’s thing.

If you need some ideas for videos, check out our Videos section.

Time: 30 min up to endless

Group size: Doesn't matter

When in the 
training?:

On an evening

Materials: Laptop, projector
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GO BEYOND: AWARENESS-RAISING AND SOUTH-NORTH

We think that we as peace organisations should go way beyond sending volunteers from the Global
North to the Global South, if we actually want to contribute to global justice. We need to create
awareness for global injustice and the need to eradicate harmful stereotypes and the global power
structures they represent (such as our economic system that exploits some people for the benefit
of others). In this section we give you some existing ideas from within the SCI network. These ideas
are also a great way to involve volunteers who have returned from a voluntary service as active
volunteers into your organisation.

LOCAL WORKING GROUPS
Motivating  to  get  active  against  harmful  global  power  structures  on  a  local  level  in  addition
to/rather  than travelling  to  the  Global  South  must  be  an  important  part  of  our  work.  Active
volunteers in your organisation could form a working group on global justice. Working groups can
organise public actions, film screenings, pub quizes, school workshops, preparation and evaluation
seminars, etc.

SCI Madrid has a very active North-South working group that organises preparation seminars and
actions around the topic of this toolkit.

SOUTH-NORTH EXCHANGE
In the section Travelling is a privilege we discussed that not everyone has the same opportunities
to travel in order to do a voluntary service. An opportunity for overcoming this and questioning the
norm is to flip the coin: make it easy and accessible for people from the Global South to come to
the Global North to do a voluntary exchange.

A best practice in this respect is the project that SCI Germany and SCI Belgium organise for years:
active volunteers from SCI partner organisations in the Global South get the opportunity to come
to Europe up to three months  to participate  in  workcamps,  to organise school  workshops for
highschool students in Europe and to go to conferences on volunteering.

AWARENESS: PUBLIC DISCUSSION
During the 2015 seminar in Vienna the team and participants hosted a public discussion event with
the name “The Power Behind Good Intentions”.  It  took place in the rooms of  the seminar on
November 19th, 2015 at 19:00 and lasted 90 minutes. Apart from our own group several visitors
took part in the event. The goal was to introduce the topics discussed during the seminar to the
public through methods of non-formal education, and open up a common debate.
 
1. Introduction (5 mins): a few welcoming words to introduce the event

2. Introduction of the SCI (5 mins)
Three parallel sessions focussed on SCI were held:
- What is SCI? (for those who hadn’t had the chance to meet SCI before)
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- What was the role of SCI during Spanish Civil War?  (for those with previous experience with the SCI)

- How did SCI spread from Europe to other continents?           
Each session took place in a different corner of the conference room. Participants of the event split
into three groups according to their interests and experience. For each session there was one SCI
volunteer that gave a 5-minute overview of the topic.
 
3. Introduction of the topic discussed during the seminar  (5 mins)
The main topics discussed during the seminar were introduced to the public. Each participant of
the event (sitting on chairs in a big circle) was given a piece of paper with an excerpt from various
motivations of people wishing to attend a voluntary project. Participants were asked to read out
some of the motivations. Based on these examples, often hidden messages, connotations, power
structures and stereotypes were unveiled by facilitators (search for authenticity, adventure, helping
others etc.).
 
4. “Going Deeper” (approx. 40-50 mins)
In this part of the event, participants again split into three groups, each of them going to one of
the  stations  that  dealt  with  different  aspects  of  picturing  the  Global  South.  Groups  rotated
between stations after the activity at  each station was over (incl.  discussion).  There were two
facilitators at every station.

Power Behind Images
Using a set of various photos from volunteers who had been in the Global South, participants were
asked to choose images and messages based on values of respect, equality, solidarity and injustice.
They were asked to look at proposed pictures and discuss whether they represent these values
(why  yes,  why  not);  suggest  how  they  would  take  photos  which  would  represent  mentioned
values,  and  which  guidelines  for  taking  photographs  they  would  follow with  respect  of  these
values.

Donate to our charity
Band  Aid  30  –  Do  They  Know  It’s  Christmas (2014): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
w7jyVHocTk
Radi-Aid: Africa for Norway:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJLqyuxm96k (parody)
Each of the visitors of the station was given a fake Euro and instructed to choose which project to
give his/ her money too. After the videos were shown the money was placed and participants were
asked about the reasoning behind their choices. Using two very different videos, facilitators meant
to raise a discussion on intentions and purposes behind stereotypical depiction of Africa used in
charity campaigns.

Visual Harvesting
At this station a set of illustrations made during the seminar was used for a discussion among
participants, regarding different perceptions of volunteering in the Global South and stereotypes
(please see annexes). Participants were asked to choose a picture that strikes them and explain
why they chose it.  Facilitators  shared with the others  opinions  mentioned and discussed with
relation with these pictures during the seminar.
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5. Evaluation: We made a short session asking participants of the event to give their feedback on
what they thought about the event.

AWARENESS: GLOBAL PUB QUIZ

Aim: Learning about Global Education topics in diverse groups. Motivating participants in taking 
part in a discussion.

Time: 1 h – open end

Group Size: Min. 2 teams. Optimum of at least 5 participants per team.

Materials: Papers and pens, board; variation: including smartphones; pre-prepared 
questions/statements (developed in the process of preparing the Quiz)

Description: Collect 30 to 40 questions in the group related to the topics of global justice, climate 
change, colonial history, racism etc. for the quiz. A ‘question committee’ will evaluate the possible 
questions and design the quiz, selecting 20 to 30. For each question four answer possibilities will 
be given of which one is true. The answers should not be too easy, as to stimulate discussion in the
teams working together, but the terms used should be clear. An example of such a question can be:
“Which country has the highest refugee rate per capita? A: Lebanon B: Chad C: Turkey D: Jordan”. 
In addition to preparing the questions and answers, also prepare an input to give after the 
question has been answered. In the case of the example given, the input could include statistics of 
amount of refugees per capita in the mentioned and other countries and the origin of these 
refugees. It could also include a comparison with the home countries of the participants of the pub
quiz. 

The Quiz itself can be held in many ways, e.g. there are opportunities to use applications for 
smartphones such as Kahoot which brings many advantages and (technical) difficulties. You can 
look these up online and find the one that you feel most comfortable with. Make sure only to use 
this option in case everyone participating will have smartphones and a good internet connection. If
this is not the case we suggest you project the question, pictures, videos and answers on the wall, 
but let participants work with pens and papers.

For a smooth development of the activity it is helpful to appoint moderators that not only motivate
the participants, but also guide through the questions and give additional information on the 
context. Additional materials, e.g. pictures, videos and music, helps to catch attention and 
supports the understanding of the question’s context. Prizes for the Pub Quiz related to the topic 
help to deepen the link of topic and discussion, also motivates the participants to foster the 
learning process. These prizes can be summarized e.g. as “colonial products” meaning products we
use and consume that represent in their presentation or production global inequalities that build 
on colonial history, such as chocolate or tea. 
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Depending on the size of the group the activity starts with a division in small groups or couples 
that will work together in answering the quiz questions, just like in a traditional pub quiz. These 
groups are asked to choose and present their names.

Debriefing: The structure, content and context of the Quiz will structure the way how the topic will 
be debated and how deeply discussion will take place. Most of the discussion will take place in the 
small groups, but a general debriefing at the end is recommended. Suggested questions are:

 How did you feel answering the questions?
 What was surprising information for you?
 How did you work and discuss in the groups?

Keep in mind: Pictures and videos need to be well selected to not harm anyone’s feeling. The 
selected room should make group activities possible and provide a comfortable setting. Keep room
for discussions – use the creativity of diverse teams to deepen discussion. Have fun!

The Pub Quiz is an interesting approach to address a topic of general interest in an informal way. It 
gives the opportunity to motivate the participants taking part of the (group) discussions and 
motivate one to follow up on the discussion/topic individually. Everyone profits from including 
external individuals to the pub quiz. On one hand the Pub Quiz gives an opportunity to advertise 
the group’s engagement and on the other hand the group gains from taking over an alternative 
point of view of including external participants.

Additional Recommendations: The design of the Quiz vary the flow of discussions within small
groups. One option would be presenting the answer on the question after the entire Quiz. This
would bring the opportunity to structure a debate on different topics and gives more room for
discussions. The keep up the motivation it is also interesting to not giving information about the
team rankings during the Quiz. It is also recommended to produce an handout with additional
links/videos/information to inform about the background.

AWARENESS: COOPERATE
In order for awareness-raising actions to be more effective, we encourage you to team up with
likeminded organisations. Try to find other organisations in your city or your community that work
on global education, antiracism, anticolonialism, global justice, a more just global economic system
or climate justice. You could organise events and projects together – and you can promote among
your  volunteers  to  get  engaged  with  these  likeminded  organisations  after  they  have  done  a
voluntary service with you as a sending organisation.
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FURTHER READING

Here you can find a selection of books, toolkits, websites, articles, videos and films we used in the
preparation of the two seminars and of this toolkit, but also materials that the participants of the
seminars proposed.

RELATED TOOLKITS BY SCI
No  More  War  –  Peace  Education  Toolkit. 2012 (SCI Germany, No More War team). Includes
energizers, get to know each other activities and interesting methods for workshops on peace and
non-violence.

Climate  for  Peace  Toolkit.  How  to  Organize  Sustainable  Workcamps.  2014  (Service  Civil
International). Includes methods that relate climate change to the need for global justice.

Building  Bridges  Toolkit  for  Volunteering  with  Asylum  Seekers  and  Refugees .  2017  (SCI
Switzerland). Includes methods and best practices on camps and workshops about/wish refugees
and asylum seekers.

OTHER TOOLKITS AND MANUALS
The Fairy Tale of Equality. Power and Solidarity in North-South Partnerships. 2016 (glokal e.V.). 
Includes a checklist for reflection and practical transformation for NGOs working in a context of 
global justice as well as interesting articles on the topic.

How to Communicate the World. A Social Media Guide for Volunteers and Travelers (Radi-
Aid). Simple and great guidelines for how (not) to act on social media when traveling.

Compass. Manual for Human Rights Education with Young People. 2015 (Council of Europe). Lots 
of non-formal methods for human rights education, lots of which overlap with the topics of this 
toolkit.

The Global Education Toolkit for Elementary Learners.

Manual for Facilitators in Global Education.

Augusto Boal: Games for Actors and Non-Actors. 2nd ed. 2002 (Routledge).

Beautiful Rising. Online toolbox for activist action, including a section on decolonization.

The Common Cause Handbook. 2011 (Oxfam; WWF; Action for children). A Guide to Values and 
Frames for Campaigners, Community Organisers, Civil Servants, Fundraisers, Educators, Social 
Entrepreneurs, Activists, Funders, Politicians, and everyone in between.
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https://www.salto-youth.net/tools/toolbox/tool/manual-for-facilitators-in-global-education.2169/
https://globaledtoolkit.com/
http://www.commoncause.org.au/uploads/1/2/9/4/12943361/common_cause_handbook.pdf
https://www.radiaid.com/social-media-guide/
https://beautifulrising.org/tool/decolonization
http://www.deepfun.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Games-for-actors-and-non-actors...Augusto-Boal.pdf
http://www.coe.int/en/web/compass
http://www.glokal.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Checklist_eng.pdf
http://www.glokal.org/publikationen/das-maerchen-von-der-augenhoehe/
http://buildingbridges.scich.org/landing
https://issuu.com/sciint/docs/c4p_toolkit
http://www.no-more-war.net/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/NMW-tool-kit_2012_final-version.pdf


GCOMS. Global Campaign on Military Spending Handbook.  2017.

In German:

Mit kolonialen Grüßen. Berichte und Erzählungen von Auslandsaufenthalten, rassismuskritisch 
betrachtet. 2013 (glokal e.V.). A critical antiracist info brochure and manual on behaviour and 
perceptions when travelling in the Global South.

Kultur Global Lernen. Ideen und Methoden fürkultursensibles Globales Lernen. 2013 (!ebasa 
e.V.).

Solidarität   Global Lernen. Anregungen für eine rassismuskritischeBildungsarbeit zu globalen 
Themen. 2014 (!ebasa e.V.).

Rassismus und Stereotype. (!ebasa e.V.).

BOOKS
Raj Patel: The Value of Nothing. How to Reshape Market Society and Redefine Democracy
(2010). Book discussing the failures and injustices of the global economic system that we live in.

Jason Hickel: The Divide. A Brief Guide to Global Inequality and its Solutions (2017).

Tom  Butler:  Overdevelopment,  overpopulation,  overshoot (2015).  Pictures  around  related
issues all around the world.

Giles Bolton:  Aid and other dirty  business  (2007). “Do you know why Africa is so poor? What
really happens to your aid money? Why globalization is failing he world’ poorest continent – yet
ends up costing us as well?”

Paulo Freire:  Pedagogy  of  the  Oppressed (1993).  Milestone about  the education of  political
value/power.

VIDEOS
Short explanations, information and comments

• MTV  Decoded  with  Franchesca  Ramsey (usually  about  5  min).  Great  video  series
explaining and discussing racism and stereotypes.

• African  Men  and  Hollywood  Stereotypes (3  min).  African  Men  react  to  offensive
stereotypes the American film industry perpetuates about them.

• Adam Curtis: Oh Dearism (7 min). Short film as part of the BBC show “Newswipe” about
the emergence of a culture of pity to global injustice.
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http://www.centredelas.org/images/INFORMES_i_altres_PDF/GCOMS_handbook_2702-min.pdf
https://populationspeakout.org/the-book/view-book
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8moePxHpvok
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSElmEmEjb4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=geuIV6OoP-U&list=PLnvZ3PbKApGM-hHuQ9lNc5oSKsusjn0Z6
http://www.ebasa.org/fileadmin/files_redaktion/doc/Broschuere_EZ-Bildungsarbeit_eine_kritische_Reflektion__online_Version.pdf
http://www.ebasa.org/fileadmin/files_redaktion/doc/Solidaritaet_Global_Lernen_sw_ebasa_broschuere.pdf
http://www.ebasa.org/fileadmin/files_redaktion/doc/Solidaritaet_Global_Lernen_sw_ebasa_broschuere.pdfhttSolidarit%C3%A4t
http://www.ebasa.org/fileadmin/files_redaktion/doc/ebasa-FINAL_Einzelseiten.pdf
http://www.glokal.org/?edmc=980


• “I’m a Muslim, but...” A response to Buzzfeed (2 min).
• Frag  ein  Klischee (around 1-2 min each, in German). People who identify with groups

around whom a lot of stereotypes exist (priest, porn actresses, blind people etc.) comment
on questions they get.

• Deanna Pucciarelli: The history of chocolate (5 min).
• Anthony Hazard: The Atlantic slave trade: What too few textbooks told you (6 min).
• Hans Rosling: 200 Countries, 200 Years, 4 Minutes (5 min).

Speeches and TED talks

• Chimamanda Ngozi  Adichie: T  he  Danger  of  a  Single  Stor  y (19 min). Ted  Talk  by the
Nigerian author about how we make assumptions based on one person.

• Dalia Mogahed: What do you think when you look at me? (16 min). Ted Talk.
• Tristram Stuart: The global food waste scandal (14 min). Ted Talk.
• Taiye Selasi: Don’t ask where I’m from, ask where I’m local (16 min). Ted Talk.

Experiments and actions

• Questioning an old Belgian/Dutch tradition (3 min). A Dutch filmmaker dresses up as
Swarte Piet in blackface (as it is common in the Netherlands and Belgium) and runs around
London, provoking reactions from locals.

• T  he Holy Quran Experiment (3 min). Dutch TV presenters hide the Bible under the cover
of the Quran and ask people on the street what they think about cruel passsages from it.

• T  he Angry Eye with Jane Elliott (29 min).

Parodies and comedy

• W  ho wants to be a volunteer? (4 min). Provocative video making fun of voluntourism in
Africa.

• Saturday  Night  Live  Clip  “3  9   Cents” (3  min).  Comedy  sketch  making  fun  of  aid
commercials.

• Af  rica For Norway (4 min). Parody of aid music videos such as the (horrible...)  Band Aid –
Do They Know It’s Christmas (2014). The video flips the coin and asks Africans to send
warmth to cold, freezing Norway.

• Aamer Rahman: Reverse Racism (3 min). Excerpt from a comedy show by the Australian
comedian, commenting on white people’s use of the term “reverse racism”.

• Dylan Marron: How to Celebrate Columbus Day authentically  (2 min). Parody of how a
party on the holiday celebrating Columbus should look like, if you consider the atrocities of
colonialism.

• Your  Rich  Friend  Who  Travels  all  the  Time  (2015, 3 min).  Sketch by CollegeHumour
about the privilege of traveling far away – and how you have to be rich for doing that.

• How microaggressions are like mosquite bites (2 min).

Commercials

• Mexican  Coca-Cola  ad (2015). Was heavily criticised, because it shows white Mexicans
bringing the “joy” of Coca Cola to indigenous people.

• Guinness  Africa  ad  “MadeofBlack”.  Celebrating what  it  means to  be black  and how
blackness can be empowering, with Kanye West rapping in the background.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDd3bzA7450
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYCKzpXEW6E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWC_zDdF74s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZk1WHJ_fwo
http://www.adforum.com/creative-work/ad/player/34501775/made-of-black-new-guinness-africa/guinness
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziSty_38p6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkgnrDjO4VI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dw_mRaIHb-M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-w7jyVHocTk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-w7jyVHocTk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-w7jyVHocTk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJLqyuxm96k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJLqyuxm96k
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x27rkfz_bill-hader-help-fund-39-cents-a-day-snl-10-11-14_fun
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x27rkfz_bill-hader-help-fund-39-cents-a-day-snl-10-11-14_fun
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x27rkfz_bill-hader-help-fund-39-cents-a-day-snl-10-11-14_fun
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymcflrj_rRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymcflrj_rRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAE3UqxIhfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAE3UqxIhfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEnWw_lH4tQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEnWw_lH4tQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBLBxb29maw#t=45
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzkFoetp-_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9Ihs241zeg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9Ihs241zeg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9Ihs241zeg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbkSRLYSojo&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NXC4Q_4JVg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibjUpk9Iagk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zlkz71whtLI&list=PL6jkPzOgV_20rrVi0pLG7hQJZTybgXkn4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWVV-jBz2_E


Music videos

• T  aylor Swift: “Wildest Dreams” (4 min). The video was criticised for its romanticization of
colonialism. Franchesca Ramsey has done a great analysis of the video as part of her MTV
Decoded show.

• C  oldplay:  “Hymn to the Weekend” (4 min). Criticised for cultural appropriation. In this
video, India, Indian costumes and Indian people are props serving as a background to the
British band. For some reason it also features Beyoncé dressed in Indian clothing.

• Iggy Azalea: “Bounce” (3 min). Again, India is the background for a white artist.
• Major Lazer & DJ Snake: “Lean On” (feat. MØ) (3 min). Just in case you need some more

material to discuss cultural appropriation of India ;)
• M.I.A.: “Borders” (5 min). Fascinating artistic approach to borders and global injustice by

the British-Tamil rapper. “Your privilege, what’s up with that?”
• Calle  13:  “Latinoamérica” (6 min). The Puerto Rican band empowers Latin America, its

diversity and its resistance to global injustice in this inspiring video.
• Kendrick  Lamar:  “Alright” (7 min, 2016). The American rapper heavily criticised racial

segregation  and  the  prison-industrial  complex  in  the  US  with  his  performance  at  the
Grammys 2016.

DOCUMENTARY FILMS

Films for the Earth is an organisation that provides people with a big selection on documentary
movies concerning sustainability. You can browse through lots of documentaries to use for free for
educational purposes.

White Chairty   (47 min). Documentary about whiteness and race in charity commercials and how
it is connected to whiteness in society and the white saviour complex.

The Voluntourist: Is voluntourism doing more harm than good? (27 min, 2015).

Cannibal  Tours (1988, 67 min). Documentary on colonialism and exploitative traveling from an
anthropological point of view.

Darwin’s Nightmare (2005). A documentary on globalization and the global economy. It looks at
the effect of fishing the Nile perch in Tanzania's Lake Victoria. The predatory fish, which has wiped
out the native species, is sold in European supermarkets, while starving Tanzanian families have to
make do with the leftovers.

We Come as Friends (2015). International powers and neocolonialism in Sudan and South Sudan
after the separation of the two countries.

Tomorrow (2017). Looking for solutions to our sustainability crisis.

Blood in  the mobile (2010).  Natural resources can easily become conflict minerals, as it is the
case in DR Congo where the exploitation of certain minerals finances conflicts.
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https://filmefuerdieerde.org/en/films
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUQ_8wl93HM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUSMh8kV-xw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E16iOaAP4SQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mdbxE1gPFbM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PChsjYXBfzo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-Nw7HbaeWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqeW9_5kURI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cI1A405jBqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YykjpeuMNEk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YykjpeuMNEk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gH-ty6owxK4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IdneKLhsWOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IdneKLhsWOQ


Wasteland. On the outskirts of Rio de Janeiro is Jardim Gramacho, the world's largest landfill,
where men and women sift through garbage for a living. Artist Vik Muniz produces portraits of the
workers and learns about their lives.

FEATURE FILMS
12 Years a Slave (2013). A stunning and horrifying film depicting the atrocities of slavery in the US
in the 19th century. Also features Brad Pitt as a white saviour.

Black  Girl  (La  Noire  de…, 1966).  Black-and-white  film  by  legendary  Senegalese  filmmaker
Ousmane Sembène. A young Senegalese woman comes to France to work for a rich white couple –
and cannot deal with the way she is treated.

Das  Fest  des  Huhnes (1995).  Austrian  film  that  makes  fun  of  the  colonial  elements  of
anthropology.  African  scientists  come  to  Upper  Austria  and  discover  the  strange  rituals  and
costumes of the natives. 

Sami  Blood (Sameblod, 2016).  Swedish film about the colonization of the Sami people in the
north of Scandinavia. An old woman of Sami descendance denies her roots and wants to be seen
as Swedish, remembering her childhood full of racism and discrimination.

The  Battle  of  Algiers (La battaglia di  Algeria,  1966). Legendary and controversial film by Gillo
Pontecorvo celebrating the fight for decolonization of Algeria from France.

Dheepan (2015). A Sri Lankan Tamil military man escapes to Europe and becomes a refugee in
France.  Compelling  film,  showing  complexities  of  global  injustice  and  migration,  with  a  very
controversial ending.

Beasts of No Nation (2015). Maybe also read critical articles about the film.

Black Panther (2018). Superhero film that contradicts stereotypes about “Africa” and makes fun
of neocolonialism. Make sure to read critical points of view on the film as well such as this good
article by Patrick Gathara.

ARTICLES AND WEBSITES
Rachel  Kuo:  How  Cultural  Appropriation  Becomes  Trendy  –  And  the  Real  Cost  of  Our
Consumerism. 2016 (Everyday Feminism).

Binyavanga Wainaina: How to Write About Africa. 2012 (Granta).

Zoe Kelland: Africans are all poor and 15 other myths. 2014 (Global Citizen).

Liv Strömquist: End Extreme Wealth. Cartoon by a Swedish comic artist about income inequality,
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https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/ghana/11932578/Why-Beasts-of-No-Nation-fails-to-tell-the-whole-story-about-child-soldiers.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/global-opinions/wp/2018/02/26/black-panther-offers-a-regressive-neocolonial-vision-of-africa/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.8efe21c3f853
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/global-opinions/wp/2018/02/26/black-panther-offers-a-regressive-neocolonial-vision-of-africa/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.8efe21c3f853
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBAQ9qzXHUA
http://theknife.net/comic/
https://www.globalcitizen.org/en/content/africans-are-all-poor-and-15-other-myths/
https://granta.com/how-to-write-about-africa/
http://everydayfeminism.com/2016/09/cultural-appropriation-trends/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=SocialWarfare
http://everydayfeminism.com/2016/09/cultural-appropriation-trends/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=SocialWarfare


made for the website of the band The Knife.

Local  Futures. Also known as Economics of Happiness, this is  a pioneer of the new economy
movement,  dedicated  to  the  renewal  of  community,  ecological health  and  local  economies
worldwide.

Learning Service. Organisation and website dedicated to re-thinking volunteer travel.

Survival of the Fattest. Sculpture by Danish sculptors Jens Galschiøt and Lars Calmar about glboal
inequality.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Survival_of_the_Fattest_(sculpture)
http://learningservice.info/
https://www.localfutures.org/


ANNEX I: IMAGE OUTPUT FROM VISUAL HARVESTING
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ANNEX 2: ASYLUM APPLICATIONS (“WHY DO PEOPLE FLEE THEIR COUNTRY?”)
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ANNEX 3: FAMILY PAPERS (“WHY DO PEOPLE FLEE THEIR COUNTRY?”)

Surname:

Country of origin: 

Names Family members

FATHER, 44 YEARS OLD, 
SURGEON

MOTHER, 43 YEARS OLD, 
PEDIATRICIAN

MOTHERS’ SISTER, 38 YEARS 
OLD, LAWYER

SON, 22 YEARS OLD, LAW 
STUDENT

DAUGHTER, 18 YEARS OLD, 
MEDICINE STUDENT

DAUGHTER, 12 YEARS OLD, 
STUDENT

About the family

 VEGETERIANS

 RELIGOUS BUT NOT PRACTICING

 SPEAK TWO LANGUAGES

 SON HAS DIABETES

 OLDER DAUGHTER IS ENGAGED, BUT COULD NOT GET IN 
TOUCH WITH HER FIANCE

 THE GRANDMOTHER IS IN THE HOSPITAL

 THEY REGULARLY PARTICIPATE IN ANTI-GOVERNMENT 
PROTESTS
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Surname:

Country of origin: 

Names Family members

SISTER, 23 YEARS OLD, SINGLE 
MOTHER

BROTHER, 22 YEARS OLD, 
MECHANIC

BROTHER, 20 YEARS OLD, 
UNSKILLED LABOURER

SISTER, 18 YEARS OLD, 
CLEANER

BROTHER, 12 YEARS OLD, 
STUDENT

SON OF THE OLDEST SISTER, 2 
YEARS OLD

About the family

 THEY EAT EVERYTHING THEY MANAGE TO GET

 RELIGIOUS

 KNOW ONLY THEIR MOTHER TONGUE

 DO NOT HAVE ANY SAVINGS

 THEY ARE SIBLINGS

 THEY ARE ALL EMPLOYED

 THE SON HAS A STRONG ALLERGY

 THEY ARE VERY CLOSE TO EACH OTHER
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Surname:

Country of origin:

Names Family members

GRANDMOTHER, 57 YEAR OLD 
MIDWIFE 

GRANDFATHER, 68 YEARS OLD, 
RETIRED 

FATHER, 33 YEARS OLD, POTTER

SON, 12 YEARS OLD, STUDENT

DAUGHTER, 8 YEARS OLD, 
STUDENT

DAUGHTER, 6 YEARS OLD, 
STUDENT

About the family

 MOTHER DIED WHILE GIVING BIRTH TO LAST CHILD

 THE GRANDMOTHER TAKES CARE OF THE CHILDREN

 LIVE IN A SMALL TOWN

 EAT TRADITIONAL HOME MEALS, COOKED BY GRANDMOTHER

 RELIGOUS

 SPEAK MOSTLY THEIR MINORITY LANGUAGE, NOT THE 
OFFICAL ONE

 FATHER SPEAKS BASIC FRENCH

 BELONG TO ETHNIC MINORITY

 GRANDFATHER HAS HEALTH PROBLEMS
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Surname:

Country of origin: 

Names Family Members

FATHER, 42 YEARS OLD, 
JOURNALIST

MOTHER, 43 YEARS OLD, 
INTERPRETER

SON, 18 YEARS OLD, STUDENT

DAUGHTER, 15 YEARS OLD, 
STUDENT

DAUGHTER, 7 YEARS OLD, 
STUDENT

SON, 8 MONTHS OLD

About the family

 FAMILY IS POLITICALY ACTIVE

 MOTHER WAS ARRESTED FOR 24 HOURS, ACCUSED OF 
TRANSLATING ARTICLES AGAINST THE AUTHORITIES

 IN FRONT OF THEIR HOUSE A TRASH BIN HAS EXPLODED

 A FEW TIMES THEIR OLDEST DAUGHTER WAS FOLLOWED BY 
ARMED OFFICERS

 EAT HEALTHY AND GOOD FOOD

 ATHEISTS

 SPEAK FIVE LANGUAGES

 THEY HAVE A BIT OF SAVINGS IN THE BANK
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